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Uses nd gra tifications--taken as a theOry'or as a researdh

Three stand

ethod.1 The first of the three

approach-has spawned-a multitude Of research effor
.

out as unique in that they employ ,Q

noteworthy for its groundbreaking explOration of hypothesized uses

and gratifications; the second is equally noteworthy
(.

in that it pur-

ports to have replicated the first,, doubly. These two studies, F"oley's
4..

original effort and Fletcher's double replication,., raise interesting.

1

questions about Q method. !These questions of method are the focus of
r

Foley developed e ght statements for each df eight hypothe-

sized media functions. hdrawal, Play, Converse , Togetherness,

Para-social Interaction, Education, Backgrofind and. Normative. The

resulting 64 statements were administered in standard Q-sort fashion

to twenty respon a preliminary study.and, after analysis of

the process and results, modified slightly and administered to 27

more,respondents main study. He analyzed his preliminary

study data and mein_ study data in two separate evaluations and then

combined them for a.comPreheilfsive analysis of all 47 respondents'

sorts of the 64 Q statements, While FOley work has nit been found

to be without flew,-2 he quite clearly demonstrated the capability of

the method to identify important uses of television among viewers in

a systematic fashion, satisfying the first of his five purposes. Also,



'he demonstrated that his main itudy censtitutes a replication of-his

preliminary study in that some of ,the' facto Vs emerging, from the two

analy as. wer0-identifiable under dommtin names on the basis :of the

resui

cally

4 .

actor Orrays and thait distinguishing statedents.

Fletchet undertook:his replication ofyoley's work apec_ 7

to,test the utility bf Q method in replication.: He -posed the

question, 6
Will a :ort of these opinion statements identify a group

.

Market A which is similar to a grouvidentified. using the same

opinion cards and the same procedure in Market B?"3 Fletcher's data

were gathered from 120 upper diviSion undergraduates for one study

and from 116 "ladies of the house" in Lexington, Kentucky, for the

second. He abandoned the usual factor array comparison in favor of a

"proportion of agreement" figure for most extreme statements at the

Most and least like me ends of his sort continuum-. On the basis of

these unusual procedures, he concluded.that Q method is inherently

unreliable and Foley's sort has no utility as a market segmentation

device.

,Foley did his work in Iowa in1968.to fulfill his research

requirement for the dbctorate. Overall, the work has a solid, crafts-
,

manlike quality indicative of sound thinking and diligent effort. It

does, however, fall prey to an occasional methodological omission.

The major criticism of Foley's study is that the ends of,the so'

continuum are net properly labeled in theinstructions to the rspon-.

dents. Foley's interviewees sorted the 64 statements to describe

their uses of television as being "most like me" to ileastdikike me."



The implied scale core, ie from come high score value down to a ;ero

or other lowrscore value, -This approach was, indeed, consistent with

some °lithe earlier.work of Stephensonk but, as he developed and

tested the-concepts of the methodology, he changed the practic to

place the zero value in-the center of the distrihution.5 Foley ought

nd "most. unlike the, "6to have used the,Continuum labels-"most like

permitting least like "*and "least unlike me" implicitly tLmergi

at the zeropoint in the center of his sort distribution

Fletcher's replications are to be faulted for failing to makes.-
/

this'significant correction in procedure. They are also t,O be faulted

for failing to d comparable samples; Fletcher purported to,be

Comparing a sample f om,"Market A" to-a sample from -Market B."

fact, his two samples were not drawn so as to represent different

markets but different populations. Foley's two samples seem, by

virtue of having been drawn in like manner, to be two samples -of the

same- population in "Market A'; Fletcher's,twosamples, by virtue of

.having been drawn in very different fashion from each other and from

Foley's, are samples of two 4ffereni populatiodb,in "Market B.". in

reality,'Fletcher design failed to address the question he posed,

touching instead upon the_question, Bo comparable viewer types exist

in of 1- ,.opulations? Whether they do is not truly revealed by his

analysis- in that he fails to develop either the direct factor array

comparison usd by Foley in his study or the correlational approach

with secondary factor analysis demonstrated by Stephenson and used by

many who have followed him.7

1!t



Because7' these questions .of rket.segmentation and replicabi-

lity have been raised and a& not perceived to.have been anawe

satisfactorily, this study was undertaken for the purpose of investi-

d

gating them further. By undertakin re -analysis of the Foley

the question 9f replication in Q is addressed; by replicating the

Foley work--with the recommended modifications--in a different market

and holding analytic methodology constant, the replication question

is further explored; and, by examining the results from Foley's two

and from the present study in the context of the nature of Q

method and its prior uses, comment is offered on the market segmenta7

tion question.

METHQDS

Foley's aw data8, were re- analyzed by submitting them to com-

mon factor analysis using the Biomed factor analysis program9 with R2

in the diagonalS1 for cotmunality estimation. While Foley had used

the QUANAL program, it was not available for use in the present study,

so the entire reanalysis was undertaken with the program that would

be used on the replication data of th: present study, for analytic

constancy. The factors derived from Foley's data in the re-analysis

were also re-interpreted for constancy of comparison. Varimax

ion--an analytical method - -was used in these analyses following

Foley. Factor score computation employed Brown's JINNI program.1°

Present.data were gathered in standard ethod fashioi (see

Appendix A for data collection instruments) usin, a two-stage approach,

a telephone screener and a personal interview he home. But, some 4h



of Foley's original statements were modiaed slightly in wording Ind

one new statement wag substituted. He had,p

some", eneral statem nts about t levision

were undertaken to make thoda statements

anted his subjects with

tse; modifications.

by insertion of emphasis of personal pronouns

-referent in nature

I and" in an effort-

to assure the fo4u0 of tenibn remaining upon personal response to

use of the medium thrhUghout.the

son's advocated-practice.11 The moile-0I'in

sore.and to comply

uction.was

ith Stephen

also ..,.changed,

to comply with the conception of isomorphio bpposites12; idstrtctiona

were to sort-the statements from "most .like me" to "most unlike me

study was fielded in Fresno using specially trained

interviewers"from Alviso Interviewing Service, Respondents were 20

men and 19 women contacted in andomly selected homes within the

metropolitan.aea. Unlike Foley's sampling approach, more than one

interview in a home was not undertakenamlodestdifference in method

employed for the sake of greater individuality of supplementary data.

`and h vi g no.idenfifiable impact on the - outcome of the data analyses

Data from the present study pebvided a 64 by 39' dite matrix which was

SubMitted to-factor analysis as noted above.. Rew'data from the two

instruments, are presented in Appendix B, Tables C, D, 3, and K.

FINDINGS

The data analyses and their resu ]1ts are presented in three

Parts corrOsponding to the three tasks laid,out at the beginning..

The data frog 'Fole'Y's preliminary study are re-analyzed and __ inter-

prjted first; the data from the main study follow; -and the data



'gathered in Fresno for the final stage of the

third. Each-is dealt with in its own section..

Foley's Preliminarl to

p cation study are

The first task in the re-analysis" was to factor analyze Foley's

#

.preliminary study data. matrix using the BM program identified above.

a

Table 1 presents the comparison of the output of the QUANAL and

2R .

programs as originally 'reported by Foley and aSestiNated-in the

present re-analysis. Clearly, the Narimax solut from both pro-

grams have arrived at rtually the same factor positions in both

circumstances! the factor scores estimated from these two f

st. ure matricesought to be highly correlated. Foley reported

using highest loadings on any facto_ that exceeded the loading on all

other factors by least .05 in his factor score estimation. Failure

to satisfy this criterion was taken as evidence th

spiit °LILL) two

the factor sou

tactors aud the loadius was not yit

,at ion

analysis were made more sLtiu eta by

crlteLLa in the

tiotial lequ

that a lusting MtiL also be equal Lu ut in ex ,ass of .40,

L

A modest emb _asnmeut Occur it1 the ease ut

el, he tcpUILb flue respondents to have had

1.16 L 10a_ rat,L,,/ IL 4tid late that nu e hod the

highni loadtu6 nu the deco_ ia,tut teat heft Ui tti h t than

tereteuee Lu ideat

.u0) Leyoud his ct7teLlutr.

deuL uot intruded in the re .aiysts for reasons, earima-

13 thin acetns ltst

in error; the di

tt

ttOn ut the t icLor stlj made over the in both
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Table 1: Comparison of Varimax-rotated Factors from Foley's
Preliminary Study Using QUANAL versus the Present U4.,,of the 1310
Principal Factors Solution

QUANAL Factor MD Factors

1 11 111 1 11 111

01 .007 -.249 .623 -.019 -.240 .624

02 -.191 .640 -.007 -.179 .646 -.024

03 .503 .107 .270 .496 .106 .288

04 .380 .288 -.012 .378 .287 7

05 .683 -.056 -.360 .694 -.072 -.334

06 .587 .270 .046 .587- .258 .064

07 .529 .236 .208 .526 .232 .228

08 .413 .495 .326 .410 .494 .332

09 .704 .127 .104 .703 .117 .124

10 654 _184 -.144 .062 110 .125

11 .483 -.072 .332 .414 -.070

12 -.103 -.189 -.475 -.088 -.192 -.478

13 6-1v .110 .65/ -2o. .092

203 U 9 1.98 034

08u 093 Uti) 416 U90

.51( 125 ZOZ 303

-.40)

:280 210 c. ,L 1

1)

1 9D

061 .US)
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analyses and this criterion was not met for Respondent 20 in the 131.1D

factor structure matrix.

In interpreting these factors, the first interest is in the

consensus atements- those'statiments that, hypothetically, would be

agreed to by the prototypical respondents for all three factors. The

JINNI program identified ten sta emen

teria. 14 The statements and their es

that met these program cri-

-ated deviation scores are

presented in Table 2, Factors I through III, left to right.

0 Table 2: Consensus Statements from the lte= Falysis of the
Foley Preliminary Study

Statements

/ quickly forget the details of --visiou,prOgral
have seen.

enjoy telling people about television programs.

I do not like to watch television

Fltli , come to v :f en watch L

like television programs that let you really get to
e people on them.

like to ern about television stars and their lives.

i-liko Lo keep the LeievlslOI1 on, III

an interesting program.
tnLnedotteu forget that the television gel

Scores

-I -1 -1

1 1.

-2 -1 0

U 1

i like pLog1311'l3 that deMotIsLI-dLc LE_lc kLaiLt,e of t
being, fair and honest.

1-1ev1.1on programs show the imp,,Lta ,,,E= fWSj11 1

manners.

Ull,TJc110 iLLA11,, LaLh,& 1,1 1.1 111

hnv- p d o



the extremes--"most like me" or "least like me"--with sufficient frea

quency%to escape regression towards the mean.

The JINNI program calculates a normalized factor score est__-

mate for each item. Interpretation of the factor type begins with an

-examination of the statements and their order according to the faCtor

score assigned (see'Appendix B, Table E). Statements with normalized

factor score estimates of +1.000 and higher, in descending order, are:

I watch television to keep myself up to date; Watching television

keeps me informed of new developments; I witch television to learn

about strange or unusual-things; Television gives me new insights into

our complex world; I watch television to learn what is soing on in the

world; I like programs that aFe fun to walc We enjoy watching ele-

vision together; Watching television heaps keep me informed -of the

new thingsthat are happening in our country; 1 often watch programs

which have been recommended me; aid, / usually someone about

the interesting things 1see,on television.

Statements with normalized factor score estimate- of -1.000

and lOWeL, it

only to be

L

ding or:deL, a c LJ1.e11 1 watch television, 1 want

elon I find

i 11tH hav, t1. L1

..,4AL.1.te, IL; i ltk, k 14

8ct mot£ tit.,11e wlicn Lhe Eel vitii,,11

to 1 O.

Dail{

thing's; i al,h a Lel,vial0a ni.on

t,lt2V101.. 1 11L, 1,1.161.0 1. r.

Islam, When Lt11n , a,e nUt, ng well

SOMeL 1. L

iuLa JAtil

f .15,J ki,,At



Six of the eight items Foley identified with his Education

function are among those ems scored I-1.000 and higher--all o the

10

first five items are from this. function.' At the "least- like -me" end

of this factor array is a single ice_ from his Withdrawal funct on

followed by three from«hs Background function, two from Fara - social.

Interaction, and then two more from Withdrawal. Distinguishing state-

ments for Factor I are presented in Table 3 with the r respective

estimated deviation scores for Factors r-through III, left to right.

tv
The first five discriminating items clearly identify these

viewers as using the medium to keep up to date, to know of new deve-

lopments to learn about strange or unusual things; to get insights

into the-_ complex world, and to learn what is going on in the world.

None of these uses- are of significance to the other two prototypical

viewers. These viewers also like programs that are fun to watch and

they enjoy watching together; but, they do not score these items as

highly as did Factor II viewers while scoring them higher than did

the Factor III Viewers. More than Factor II viewers, thwy.watch' to

be med ui the' new things happening around the country and watch

programs that have been recommended to them; Factor' III viewers tend

to indicate ihe LWu piaotices to be unlike" them.

At the "i.ea t like -tee" d of distribution theoe vie

indicate they do not want to be left alone when watching, have the

set turned on without watch iiig, turn the set on when things are not

going well, ut have the set un while eating, The Factor I -I prototype

places the first _ut these slightly to the "least-like-me end of the

distribution while, the or ill prototype tully endorses the state-
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Table.3: Distinguishing Statements for the Prototypical
Factor I Viewer from the Re-analysis of Foley's Preliminary Study

Statements Scores

I watch television to keep myself up to date. 5 1 -1

Watching television keeps me informed of new developments. 5

I watch television to learn about strange or unusual 4 2 0

things.
Television programs give me new insights into our corn-

plex world.
4 0 -2

I watch television to learn what is going on in the
world.

4 -1 -1

I like programs that are fun to watch. 3 5 1

We enjoy watching television togethe 3 5

Watching television helps to keep me info;med of the new-
f-

things that are happening in our country.
-1

I often watch programs whi,ch have been recommended to me.
th

3 1 -3

I like programs that are imaginat ve. 2 0

My friends and I often talk about programs we have seen. 2 -1 0

ching television helps me to forget my problems. -2

I usually watch television with my family or frien.ds. 4

My friends frequently talk about. television programs. 2 -2

Television certainly does help keep children, quiet. 1

I rarely 'h television when I am lone. 0

When I watch television, I tend Lid turgeL ha-out Lt ,k1._:. U=
things that Ore happening around me.

I prewatch television with someone. 0

I like the way Lelevislun leL6 you geL close Lu
important people.

i think television programs Leah ImpoLL L muLl i U

I like to try to guess wha
program.

Tedevi ion programs give
in unusual situations.

11 happen next

d advice about

1

=1 -4

ned)
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Table continued

d that watching television makes my own problems
seem less serious.

I like to--have the television set on while I am eating.

When things are not going_ well, I often turn on tele-
vision.

I often have'the television set turned on without really
watching it.

When I watch television, I want only to be left alone. -5 -1 5.

-2

-3

-4

-5

1

-5

ment. In the matter of not watching even though'ithe is on, _h_

Factor II viewer says this is neither like cor unlike him/her while

the Factor III viewer discounts this even stronger than the Factor I
k .

viewer. Burning on the set when things are not going well is somewhat

like the Factor viewer but relatively less like the Factor III

viewer. Using the television while eating is, similarly, somewhat

like the Factor II

viewer.

coley sa

but neither like Ivor unlike the factor III

viewers hey rized

by theta: use of teleVlsion as a Source of information. Their

Q sort indicate that they also make sec ldaryuse of television

recreation. "15 both the clustering and the sores for 4t he

prolotypit_a1 a L viewer, the emiphasis deems t be up-on curlen-y

of Into4matton lathe,. than _information holding, per se, also the

6eneta1i y should be noted in the world" orientd-

Lion of these iLewn scared .va versos the national interest

the one scored At the same Lime, television provides this

viewer type with some social grail _cn in that he /she liked pro-
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grains that are fun to watch, Brij oys watching with someone, and watches

some programs on the recommendation of others. The "least-7-likeme"

items reflect, first, the social gratification of not wanting to be

left alone when watching--compareFactors II and III. This viewer

seems also to be somewhat purposive in that he/she reports not having

the television set ithout really watching it as well as not turning

it on when eating or when things are not foing well.

Foley noted that these viewers watched "programs which were

linked to their special interests" but that their use was not "truly

educational. The programs they reported watching were standard

.+4

entertainment fare, most frequently the prime tune network offerings.

Gutman termed a similar viewer .group "&issemblers."17 Foley considered

,these viewers to be information seekers, bu t not in an educational

sense; he ould seem to be modifying his function lab'el and taking

the responses to the Q sort face value mlale Gutman has discarded

the function label ih favor of interpreting these as viewers who either

(Steer the,socially desirable responses to the Q sort or who have

successfully raff-aalized thcic failure Ube Ii.-111 iII the way

cy kaOw Lhey ought.

L, sei:ond ul Lhree facto., k.um LL, L- -L

oider,

pLc1 I e ly study) twelve 5 ateme["i- wei, 1dt wcified fy

ed faLtor seore +1.000 ln

I like Li that

waL king Lelevisluu together Televisl

alp L_A watch we cu],,y

my

chilfc.en quiet; 1 usually watch television wick My family us

WhcAl L '.41Cch LCICV I slon Witt" su neunn eLI Lb11 111e ,IA)
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watch; I 1 ke to try to guess what will happen next in a program; I

find that time passes more quickly when 1-am watching television; I

prefer t,'6 watch television with someone: When things are not going

well, I often turn on television; Television programs give me good

hints about new ways to do things; television programs show the things
,

t5at are in style; ,and, I watch television to learn about strange or

unusual things;

Another ten statements fell at or below -1.000 in the}distri

bution of normalized factor -Clore in ascending order, they

ore find that watching televi i makes my probieths seem less

serious; I think television programs teach impor

Television programs

moral lessons;

good advice about Lo rout in unusual

situations; I do nol take television programs ry seriously; Sometimes

watch television _just to put off doing other things that need to be

done ;,Television proglams give good example- of how to live; When 1

4
witch televlsion, I tend to forget things t4at are

metimes wish 1 were a elevlslon star

Li scL is L1iLLie.i

happening around m---

L Lh0L Lhe Lui

the LL,ings 1 have eLI relevisiaa

the t11gt,cet scole, ms *eti,_,L, 4 4144n

of ells 0

1 ar

6c1dom use

L'ol vOLlik...014ca

t+.,, .4 iu41s, LtiL ILL'

di dila
NLJLIILdLiV(

1

dc:,,Lits t.i+,1ltse41e1t liking progk

_sing his/her P

enjOy 11L w

d d

ng

Ica.L

10.. This plot,,Lyeical viewer

dug se

L at, 1,a, LILL!. Lni_ not

,,arching,

Wk LklilkILLg ut

Le
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quiet' but not providing good advice aboup hqw to act in unusual situa-

tions; and as an activity engaged in with family or friends but not

one,that is'taken seriously. The picture emerging from this descrip-
N

tion of the factor prototype is of a viewer who uses the medium for

Play, in a context of Togetherness, despite its lack of Normative

utility, and without any significant Withdrawal motive. Distingu,ishing

statements for Facto II are presented in Table 4 with their respV-

ttve deviation scores over Factors I through III, left to right.

The five highest scored

represent "four different hy--

f the distinguishing statements

Finding programs

fun to watch liking to watch together, and guessing what will happen

next in a program seem 4E0 support the conception ut a Play Together

factor. When the prototypical viewer indicates that television

wit h' does not make his/het problems seem less serious as a di

Lillt =doll tt'om 0
4

yp thin SLtpp ay [A.Ltp1_d

butt; the medium is being used for diversion but not for escape

disclaiming L11,11 television programs Lc._aLk

LcAc.',LIL

ntp

/hcL coupled wiLh Lt. IaLcr

1pic, of

th,4t the medium 1.4 uned by LL.lL V1 L pc

ith plO lhc I

_W in th e media ,ouL,,IL 10

al L iupr.0

the ,edlum in Atldt dls

1,toum

Celevls ott 6*6 6 pl.,)v

Lc i viol

pe,h44p

tun_ m

th- ui

for the 1.1,24

Ltllltitt

al

eLltilitcn6 utket Lhinw, kapp,.tlium Lit ih,

L.n Lhe thiLlott LhS =iL ,Le m,alaw u:,ed -L 41ILhd1-1
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Table 4: Distinguishing StatementS for the Prototypical
Factor II Viewer from the Ae--- lysis of Foley's Preliminary Study

Statements Scores
k

I like programs that are fun to watch, 5 . 1

We enjoy watching television together. 5 1

I like to try to guess what will happen next in a =1. 1

program.
When things are not going well, I often 'turn on

television.
Television programs give me good hints about new ways

to do things..
Television programs. show the things that are in style,

I -etch television to learn about strange or unusual
things.

friends frequently talk about television programs.

I

4

1 -2

0
Watching tel sion helps to keep me informed of the new

things. hat are happening.. in our country.
-1

Watching televidion keeps me. informed of new develop-.
merits..

1 -1

I often watch programs which have been recotmuended =3

I like to have the televisio ruined on while I iii

doing other things.
i like the way television Iels you get close

important people.
ch television to keep mysell up to date.

4

Li 1

5

-3

When my ti euds, ec utter' watLti television 0 -3

I rind I can t wore done when Lt ,e Lelevis tut, seL

I eu hajle the television set tkrined ou without
watching it.

Lelevision stars lends.

When I wsLUI WGILIL only Lo be itt,

Waichlt elevIslun helps me Lo target my probi,ms.

lelevialon p rains show the thi[tgs that are right

1 seldom use thin 6 l stave see,t tt LeILIVIMIUk4

4
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Table 4, continued

When I watch television, I tend to forget about the
other things that are happening around me.

Television programs give good examples of how to live.

I do not take television programs very seriously.

I think television programs teach important moral
lessons.

I find that watching television makes my own problems
seem less serious.

0 -3_

-1 -3

4

2 -4 0_

0 -5

-2

ra tier than diversion or Flay.

The factor array clearly indicates that this fis not he same

viewer prototype Foley identified; he said, "type II viewers use tele-

vision primarliy as a device to facilitate social interaction."18

Use of the same viewers in calculating factor score estimates for the

Ity

preLaLlot &

t__ tsctd has revealed a .ntlitt -ttas is from Lhe

t___hAethLtleao CLithnl _aL is LLJ ELACy

ioi ioward4 h _ L viebn

wc:,ALly u, ottly Ltattt, ot

int,.t1.tet,,t1"" tl

fl

Lend Lo
t-

Lcl,

LLhhm ../Ludy

L.

hht

help kee.e ,hridi "

the Eley

c1 tlL ay I ctita ii6tttc 111 Ltte

It)

Lkc imea Lu

h ,hErt-htth.,

k4Elh=1,

EL ,,1 a _,

Wht,.a 1 t,aL,I

(ht_ otht_ thAii6L LLiat LttppaittA akt,uttd

loitto Lctip, mt, rt,

.h.
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television with my family or friends; I would like to be friends with

some teL vision stars; When I watch television, I like to imagine

myself as taking part in the program and, I like programs that demon=

rate the importance of being fair and honest.

Similarly, ten Items are identified by lower normalized factor

score estimates - -at -1.00Q and below. In ascending order, they are:

I often have the television set turned on without really watching

I Like to have the television set turhedn while I am doing other

thin

tare

I can get more dune when the television set is on;

L1,L LC levislon when

good advice ab

am Television programs give me

to acL Iii unusual _LuaLio , When I visit my

friends, we often watch television; I like the way television lets

you get close to ItupurtanL people; I often watch programs which have

ded Lu 1'eIevisiou programs give me good 1tlttLs at out

ucw Ways_ Lu t1 Lkiii6o; and, Some LleVISiun Stdia seem like close

t r itttds .

i)

table D

LOI III are pre_,etttei fit

Lest, Vt ,co_ for Factors I rhrut,,L

III leri 111. J tepiaL Poley'

WILh-14,4,jal lh, kcAL -444c
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Table 5: D

,Factor III Viewe

19

nguiphing Statements for the Prototypical
the Re-analysis of Foley's Preliminary Study,

Statements Scores

When I watch television, I want only to be left alone. -5 -5

When I watch television, I tend to forget about the
other things that are happening around me.

0 4

Watching television helps me sfrirget my problems.

I would like to be friends with some television stars. -2 -2

When I watch television, I like to imagine myself as
taking part in the program-

-3 -2

I think television programs teach important moral lessons. 0 -5- 3

find that watching television makes my own Fucalems
seem less serious.

-5 2

I seldom think about a program after it over. =1

feel more relaxed after I watch television. 0 -1

Talking about television programs is a good way co keep
up a conversation.

-1 2

Sometimes I watch television just to put off doru- nett
things that need to be done.

we enjoy watching television together

i like to try to guess what will happen next in a
program.

are noc ,solug .yell_ i Utt ti Lutl Uit ti, -3
vision.

I like programs tLai u1 Lutt

-1

WiAjk - t,i,,
oat,t,

tftltlg_s

o get LU0, ,1,10.. LIL ".=.1

v4-t,Ltuh LO kh-

Lhings that are h-pptuliug iu OUL LOUU,ty
W,AL,Ling television keeps me infoLme,l of new dev

menLS,
I oaten televIL,Iuu to keep my,

tieyt,.cAL ly talk ,41-,,ut 4 F.
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I do not think of the situations shown in television
programs as being real situatiohs.

l' like to tell my-friinds about :good progrems:I
seen. 4

l'often watch programs which haVe been:recommended to

I fikethe way television lets you get close to
important people

I often have the televiaion set turned on without
really watching it.

-3

ems. This escape is enhanced by imagining narticipation in the pro-
,

gram being viewed and would be most complete if he /she could be friends

with some television stars.' That television teaches important moral

lessons may emerge at this point 'the port as_ indicator of the

rationalization that permits this self - immersion in the media. fare.

At the other end of the sort, this:vewer does not have the set turned:

on without watching--a possible indication of the totality of the need

4

far escape, a highly purposive use of the medium. The programs are

not used in a Parasdcial Interaction ur,Conversation context in that

this viewer is not interested in getting clOae to the personalities

nor in responding to the recommendations of friends.

This factor interpretation closely parallels Foley's type III'

ihterpretation in that, "a type,IIT'viewer is characterized by his

use of television:as a,mearin of forgetting his problems."19 Foley

had split.the third factor et two types; that was net done in

replication in that only one viewer would have loaded on each type;

Significant loadings by at least two viewers are desirable-for



-----,

interpretation of a. faFtor.20 The'hipole _io
.

--.

ignored, -then, in an, effort to maintain a factor with o: icant

-loadings for entering into the factor score e Ition routine..,The

the :adtor was

"antirtype" n this fatter _441,be,destribed by-reversing the signs on

the'deviation scores-for Factor. III in Table 5.21 Th s identifies a

viewer.4ho rejects WithdraWal from-his/her el 'description, but who

is not clearly identified with any-ohe function in a positive sense.

The highest scored statement woilld indicate a Background uSe Of-the

medium supplemented by a sense of closeness to' important people' through

it as well as a responsiveness to the recommendations of others in

program selection.

Fole_y_s Plain Study

This re,analysia;pf Foley's preliminary study data constitutes

a baseline for aneyaluation-Of the replication. question. A parallel

re-analysis of'the data from his main study follows; a five factor

solution was obtained in which Factors I and IV are loaded by the same

viewers as inToley's original analysis, at the criterion level for

Inclusion in the factor score estimation process .(see Appendix B,

Table A). From his main study,-only four statements emerged as con-

sensus- items; they are presentecfix Table 6..

Interpretation .of the first factor type begins with. an exami-

nation of the statements and.their order according to the factor score

assigned eaiAppendix B, Table F). Statements with normalized fact

, -

score estimates of +1.000 Sftd higher, in descending order, are I

usually tell someone a bdut the interesting -things T.-see on telev n;



Table 6 consensus Statements fro Re-analsi_ of Foley
144 n Study, Data

seldom think about a program after it is over

I like ptograms where the people teem to be
talking directly to me.

I watch, television to keep myself up to date. 4

Scores-,

-1 .1

1

Sven if I am not watching all the,timej,I like, to
keep the television' set turned an for
companionship.:,.

We enjoy watching television together; I watch. television,to keep,

myself up to date; My friends and I often talk about programs we have

seen; I usually watch television with my:family or friends;I often

watch programs which have been' reco ended to me; my friends frequently.

talk about television programs; I think television prograMa teach

important moral lessons; and, I like programs that are fun to watch.

Statements with normalized factor score estimates of -1.000

and lowe_ reflect the "least - like -me" end of the sort distribution.

For the Factor I prototype, ten such statements were identified; in

ascending order, they are: When l watch television, I want to be left

alone; I sometimes wish I were a televidion star; I like -to have the

television set turned on while I am doing other things; Sometimes I

watch television just to- put off doing other things.hat need to'be

done; -When things are not going well, I sometimes turn on television;

I would, like-to:be friends with some 'television stars; I like to have

the television on most of the time; I find can get more dane when

the television set is on; I seldom use the things I have seen on



television; Watching, television hflps me forget my. OtObleps,

High and low scorid'atatements -represent h'mileof. Foley!ei

hypothesizectfunction the high _cored items are' from five functions,

as are the lo-7. Scored items, The di_tInguiehing atatergents for the
F

Factor,I prototype are presented in Table 7 with their respective

deviation scores over=all factors, Factors I through,V, left to right.

Table 7 Distin _ishing Statements for the Prototypical
f Fpley'S Main StudyFactor I Viewer from the Re-analysis

Statements

I :usually tell Someone :about the inte estln
things:I see on television.'

We enjoy'watching teleVision together.

My friends and I often talk Ogut programs
have seen. rr

fit.

I think television programs teach importan
moral lessons.

Watching television keeps me informed of new
developments.

I like programs that are imaginative.

.like to have the television set en while I
am eating.

Watching television helps me forget my problems_,,

When I watch television I want to be left alone.

Scores

5 0

I

5 2-

4 -I

1

The four highest scored distinguishing statements represent

three of Foley' hypothesized functions; of the first three items,

two are from Conversation and one from Togetherness. The fourth of

these deals with the teaching of moral.lessons, the Normative func-

tion. Also, five of the eight highest ranked statements for this

viewer type are from the Conversation functidn. The positiVely valued
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elements of teleVision vies ink for .these .viewe s 'are in the realm of

Conversation. ,Thgt two of the top ranked

Togetherness function--one of these being a di piinatir g

would seem to indicate that conversation in front of-the get-is also

desirable: We enjoy watching television togethe

television with my family or friends.

ment is fro'm the Education function:

myself up to date--a consensus item.

and,i usually watch

One other highly anked-state-

I watch television to keep

This viewer type clearly values

,thisjrifermatiori in the context of its convereational

dra

.

At the negative end of this sort are two items from the With-

al function. Two other items from this realm are ranked in the

'lower scored - statements= When things are not going well, sometimes

turn' on televisionand Sometimes I watchteievision just to put off

doing other things that need to be done. TheSe viewers are, ,seeminglY,

rejecting the use of television as a means of withdrawing from the

reality that surrounds them; also, they report not keeping the set on

nearly,all the time getting more done when the set is on, not

wanting to be friends with television personalities, not desiring to

be a television star, and not thinking that television programs help

people know whet is right--in sharp contrast to.their reportedly,

thinking that television teaches important Moral lessons.

This prototypical viewer uses television programs as a .source

content for conversation both'in and out of the home And values

television-derived conversational content for its contribution to

his/her Currency in social situations. This viewer algo considers

ithdrawal behavior to be unlike his/her own uses of elevision.



Foley analysis produced a-_imilar description of this prototype that

he described as .ts1n

other people.

"television as,a besis for Conv

Ten,high-icored'items were identified for Factor II. In

descending order, they are: feel more relaxed after I watch tele-

vision;, 'lake programs that are fun to watch; I like programs that-

are imaginative; I find that time passes more quickly when I.a

watching television; I seldom use the things I have seen An television;

watch television to keep myself up to date. I watch television todate,

learn about strange or unusual things; l,lke. programs that demon-

strate,the importance of being fair and honest; Watching television

keeps me, informed of new,developments;,and, When watch ieleVision, I

tend t- - forget aboUt the other things that are happeting around.me.

Eight low scored ite were also identified 'for. lector: II.

In ascending order, thijare: I do ,not like to watch television alone;

I like to learn about television stars and their livesa When I watch

television,'I like to imagine myself as taking part in the program;

I njoy.telling people about television programs; I would like to:be

friends Frith some television stars; I find watching television makes

my own problems seem less serious;WetChing television.helpekeep me

informed,of the new things that are happening in our country;- and, I

. quickly forget the details of television programs I haveiseen.

The high scored'i ems represent four of Foley's hypothesized

functions; the low scored items, six functions. The highest scored

statements are Play and Converse ion items.; the lowest scored- are from

Togetherness, Para-social Interaction, and Conversation. Fifteen
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distinguishing statements were identified by JINNI program criteria;

they are presented in Table 8 with -their; respective - deviation scores

.aver all factors from the'analysis, Fietors I through V left to right.

. 0

Table 8: Diatinguishing Statements for the Prototypic 1
Factor II Viewer from the Re- analysis of Foley's Main Study

,

statements Scores

I feel more relaxed after r watch television. -2

I like programs that are imaginative. -1

I find that time passes more,quickly when'I am
watthing.television."

I seldom use-the things I have seen on tele-
Vision.!

I do not think of the situations shown in tele
visionprograms as being real situations.

T like to keep the television seton in case
there is.an interesting program.

I often watch programs which have been recom-.-
mended to me.

When things are not going well; I sometimes-
turn.on television.

I usually tell someone about the interesting
things I .see on television.

, I sometimes wish I'were a television star,

-3

-2

I like to_try to guess what will happen next in
a television program.

I like to tell my friends about good programs I
have seen.

I quickly forget the details of .television pro-
grams I haVe seen.

.1 enjoy telling people about television programs.

I do not like to watch television alone.

0

=

2

-4.

0

-1

-1 -2

2

-

1 -4

0

-1

The pro -typical:Factor II viewer of this study is typified

high acceptance of using television for relaxation. This.is sup -

prated by use of the medium when programs ard.imaginative, to pass



A.
'time but rarely for use of the, things shownthere. .At the same time,

this viewer - -more than,any others -- rejects the donot-like-to7watch

'.alone deacripior, telling people about Trogramn, and quickly forgettine

, details bf ,-he/'she also stan4s alone in

desctiptiOn of telling `friends about. good progra

cting'the self-

The five FaefOr II viewers 'seem, as Foley observed of -his nine

type II viewers, to,be using the medium-for relaxation; and, as Foley

also noted, they like`' to watch with their amines. They indicate they

de not forget the details of programs they have seen, but they also do
i

not retain details for conversational purposes.

Interpretatien of the third factor from Fdley'a main study

begins with.an identificatiOn of, the highest and lowest scored items

in the prototypical sort. Statements with normalized factorscore

estimates of +1.000 and above Are, \in descending order: I like pro-

grams that are fun to watch; Hy friends frequently talk about tele-

vision- programs; I like to try to guess what will happen next in a

. 'program I.atchtelevision to keep myself up to date; I like to tell

,.my friends about. good prograMs I have seen; Watching television keeps

me informed of new developments; I like programs that are i___ginatie;

I usually watch television with my family or friends; I often watch"

:;programs which have,been recommended t_ me; I watch television to

learn about range or unusual things; Sometimes I watch television

just to put off doing other-things'that need to be done; I find that

watching television makes my own problems seer less serious; and, I

like to have the television set on While I am eating.

Items with normalized factor-score -1- ates of 000 and



n ascending order; At Television pros

of how to liVe;-Televi ign 'programs show the things that are

4

sion programs teach you what other people will do;,

oom ee wish I were a television stare I think television programs

teeth important moral lessons; Televisien programs show the importance

of, having 'manners; I do not think of the situation shown in

..teleVis*programs as. be ng real situations;-Television programs give

me good advice about how to act in unusual sitnations; I do not take

television programs very seriously; I seldom use the things I have

seen on television; Television programs give me lots of things to

talk about; and, I like to try aome of the newthings I see 'on tele-

vision.

The, third factor to emerge from this-re-a sis of Foley's

main study is represented in Table 9. Three viewers are loaded on

Factor III, but one of them is not one of the three' Foley's analysis

identified. The distinguishing statements are preSented with their

estimated deviation scores for Factors I through V; left to right,

over-all items meeting the criterion.

This factor is marked by its representation of the "leas

like-me" end, of the continuum more than the " 'most- like -one" end. In

this.case, four "Uiscriminating items from the Normative function are

rejected for their "unlikeness." Only two discriminating itemi are

highly scored at the "most-like-me" end, both from the Play function.

Lowest ranked items overall are also more revealing of the'nature of

these viewers uses/non-uses of the medium; six of the eight lowest

ra4ed'items are from Foleys Normative function. The eight highest
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Table 9: Ddstinguishing Statements for the Prototypical
Feetor,III Viewer o the-Re7analye s of ,Folay's. Mein Study

Statemdnt

I like to gueis ,ilitat will happen, next :in a
program.

I like programs that are-imaginative.

SOmetimew,I watch television just.to put off
doing other things that need,to, be done.

I find that watching television makeaty own
problems seem less serious;

Wheal visit my friends,.we Often watch telt-,
Vision.

I find I can get more done when the television,
is oh.

Television programs give me good advice about
how to act in unusual situations.

would like to be friends with sortie television
stars.

Television gives me
plex world.

Television programs
having good

Television programs
people will

Television programs
to live.

Television programs
right to do.

new insights into our cowma

show the importance of
manners.,

teach you about what other
do.

give good examples of how

show the things that are

Scores

-2'

2 -3

2 -3 1

-4 -4

-2 1 -3

3 . -1 4

-4

2 -

-4

-1 -4 2 '4

-1 -5 -1 -2

1 -5 0 1

ranked items are Scattered; many do tot emerge as identifiers because

this factor and one or more of the other factors are in essential

agreement in their overall ranking.

Factor TIP viewer types are described as not using televisibn

its potential Normative function while- indulging somewhat in Play

with the medium--i.

and choosing prog -r:

guessing what will happen next in a program

that are imaginative. This seems to be coupled

with a slight tendency towards Withdrawal by putting off other things



and by; presumably; seeing more rious problems being dealt with in

the lives of the televisidn characters they Watch. In their top ranked

statements, they also indicate they like programs that are fun to

watch, note their friends to talk about Programs, tell others about

television programs prefer to watch with family or enda keep up

to date on new developments,;and watch specifically to keep up to date.,

Foley identified thia;viewel type as a,secOdilyecreation fac,-

tor that represents a less serious view of:program content. He does

not comment on the negative end. of the sort continuum at all, These=

viewers seem-better identified as rejecting the television version of

manners, morals, and'behavior,but as using the medium for diversion

despite these negative evaluations.

For interpretation of Factor IV, statements scored +1:000 and

higher are, in descending order: I watch television to keep elf

up to,date; I like programs that are fun to;- tch; I watch tele ision

to learn what is going on in the world; I like to try so e of the new

things I see on television; I like programs that demonstrate the

importance of being fair and honest; I watch television to learn about

strange or unusual things; Television programs give me new insights

into our complex world; I ften watch progra which have been recom-
.,

mended to me; and, Televigion programs show the things that are in

style.

Statements with normalized factor score estimates of -1.000
P

and below are, in ascending Watching television helps me for-

get my problems; When friends come to visit, we often watch tele-

vision; I like to have he television set on while I am eating; Some=



times I watch television jut to put off doing other things

to be done; WhenI visit my friend
0

think television' programs teach important moral lesson I find can

we, often witch television.;

get -more, done when thg.television:set is n; When I watch television

I tend to forget about the other thidit that e happening around me;

rlike to learn'abou6teleVition'stars and their lives I find that

watching television makes my own problems seem les iolis I cite-

times wish 1-were a'televition ar; and, I like to have the televi-

pion set turned on while I am doing other things.

This fourth factor to emerge from the re-analysis of Foley's

main study is. displayed in Table 10; it epresentt the 'same four

viewers as were 'identified by Foley in his origtnal analysis.' The

distinguishing statements are presented with their estimated-deviation

scores for Factors I through V, left to right.

Table l0: Distinguishing Statements:for the Prototypical
Factor IV Viewer frod the Re-analysis ofFoley!s Main Study"

Statements -Scores

I watch television to learn what is going on
in the world.

1 0 4

Television programt show the things that are
in style.

0 0

I prefer to watch television with someone, -2 -1 1 -2

I seldom watch television when I am alone._.
.

2 1 0 -2

,like to have the television setiturned on
while 1 am doing other things..

-2 =4

When I watch television, I tend to forget about
the other things that are happening around me..

-3

I like to have the television set on while I am =1
eating.

friends come to visit, we often watch tele-- -1
vision.

1 2

1

=&

-5

1

-it

Wa king television helps me forget my problems.. -3 .-1 -5



Like the Factor III prototype, t1e Factor IV prototypical'

-viewer-is more clearlY diatinguished by the negative end of,.the recon7

cted Q sort; three it ed highly negatively indicate rejec-

t on of use.of the medium for forgetting-probleis, when entertaining

friends, and while eating. Only two deviation scares indicate impor--

.cant uses, learning what is going on in the world and knowing what

in style. Noting that fiVe of the six espondents loaded signifi-

cantly on this factor are Women supports the interpretation of these

statements; the positive end seems to say that television is accepted

and used for what women want and-rejected or-not used where

. it interferes with family or socia1, actvitiesthat are the woman's,

domain in.the hone: salving problems entertaining visitors, and

providing a good menitime.experienoe.

For interpretation of Factor V from this re-analysiii0Of4folAy's

main study data, those statements with normalized factor score esti -.

mates of +1.000 and higher are, in descending order When,' watch

television, I want to be left alone; Television programs give me new

insights into our complex o rid; I watch television to learn about

strange or unusual things; I watch television to keep myself up to
ti

date; Watching television helps to keep meinformed,of the new things

that are happening in our country; I like prograis that demonstrate

the importance of being fair and -honest; I find that t passes more'

quickly when I am watching television:; I like programs that are fun

to watch; Watching television keeps me informed of new developments-

I like to tell my- friends about good programs I have seen; and,

often watch programs which have been recommended to me.



Statements scored -1.000 and below are, in ascending order:

find I can get more done when the, television set is on; 1. sometimes=

wish I were a,telpvision tar, 1, likes to. have- the television `set

turned on whip Lam doing other things When 1-visit .,my friends, we

often watch" television; 1 'like to. try to guesSY-WhWt-wrill happen next=

a program; I often forget that the television'set.is turned on;

When I watch television, T: like to imagine myself aktaking part in-

the programi 1 like to have the Xelevisionon most of the time;

often have the television set turned,pm-without -,really watching it;

Sometimes I watch television just to put,off doing other things that

need to

hoW to Act

and, Television programs give me gbád advice about

in unusual situations.

Thit fifth factor. reflected in Table 11, representing five

viewers. The di- tinguishing statements are presented with their

estimated. deviation'' scores for Factors I through V, left to right.

The,FacOr V array is nearly balanced in scoring distribution.

The highest and lowest deviation scores indicate the prototypical

Viewer wants to by left,alone when watching and does not ge more

done When-the television set is onapparently using television exclu-

sive of other activities.and apart from other membersof the house-

hold. The second statement from each end identifies use of the medium

for information about what is happening in the country but not for

the "Play" of guessing what Will happen next in the program. And,

the third` statement from each end indicates that the medium, serves to

;help-pass time quickly and that the set is not on inadvertently.

These viewers seem to display a tendency to withdraw from Other people
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Table Distinguishing Statements for the Prototypical
`Factor V VieWer from the Re-analysis of Foley's Main Study

Statements Scores

When I watch television I want to be left alone. -5 -2 0 -1

Watching television helps to keep me informed of
the new things that are happenin in our
country.

2 -3 2 2

I find that time passes more quickly when I am
watching television.

-1 4

Watching television helps me forget my problems. -3 0 -1 -5 2

I do not like t- watch television alone. -2 -5 -1 -1

I do not take television programs very seriously. -2 2 2 0

4,,I usually tell someone about the interesting
things I see on television.

5 0 2 2)

I often orget that the television set is
reed on.

0 -1

I like to try to guess what will happen next in
a program.

I find an' get more done when the television
is on.

0 -2

-2 -3 -5

and activi _'es in their -search for information, to do so consciously,

but not to be inlined,to any Play activity. They appear to be serious-,

purposive, and focused.

The California Study

Chita tt he California study were analyzed in the aurae ways

and sin- the same stati

the to a<<alysus

Lical ptograms fur direct comparability with

the da he tww Iutia studies.

Nis of the 64 A 19 data immaLI LK yielded

the et -h -artut was not thtelpteted because

loa( remainir- S601-1 taetu (nc!

f

.1 I

tor analy-.

lotion, but

had d single salient

ndi Tdbic b) are
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explicated in the following paragraphs.

Over all factors, only one consensus item was noted: I think

some programs show the value of good manners.- Deviation

this item ranged from -1 through-0 to +1 over the seven factors.

Factor I is interpreted first. Wording of statements in this section

reflects changes) made in the items of the sort to achieve informality

language and to meet the personal reference criterion.

Highly scored items on Factor I--fadt f +1.000 and

,above (see Appendix' B, Table G)--are in descending order I like

programs that are fun to watch; When were at home, we enjo}? watching

TV together; In dramatic programs, I like to try to guess what will

happen next; I usually watch TV.with my family or with friends; I'like

TV programs that demonstrate the importance of being fair and h6nest;

I watch TV because I want to keep upgto date; When I watch TV with

someone, we often talk about the programs as we watch; Ilike TV-p-

grams that are imaginative; I pretty well know what's going on around

country because I watt -TV; I don't take mostsTV programs very

seriously; and, I get new ideas about people and places from TV.

[ill loweL scoLed 111 1-- factor VtoLe or 1 Ouo

acid below- arc, in den ending under: I kccp the TV act ocatly ail

Lo k et Lh,_ 1V oc,L OttLtic., Lime,

for compal t like to

ether things; Sometimes I wi h I were a

when the TV *is can; Somet.m.le, I n 1 L

ar n't going well;, I

ti

more du...

.n have the TV on ,von thouglt I'm rut

Imes torget-I haw! the iv su, 9n; aoa I wat:Ak tv
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just to put off doing something else; When I watch TV, I usually want

to be left alone;, When friends come over, we often watch TV; I like

to have the TV set on just in case something interesting ep.m_

and, My friends and I could probably spend a whole evening talking

about TV programs we enjoy

Only four distinguishing statements were identified in accord

with the JINNI program criteria. They are presented in Table 12 with

reconstructed deviation scores over all factors, Factors I through

VII, left to right. The factor represents twelve viewers - -eight

four women.

Table 12: Distinguishing Statements for the Prototypical
Factor I Viewer from the Analysis of the California Data

Statements Scores

I usually feel more relaxed after an 1 0 -3 D =2

evening of TV.
I just get more done when the TV is on. =4 0 3 -1 -I

I like to have the TV set on while I'm -4 4 -1 2 0

doing other things.
Even when I'm not watching, I like to -5 1 4 -3 -2

-_

keep the TV set on tor companion
ship.

n,-,14cd

ncoied st L tts ttL ti.tt (Ake shay

ttoM N Ll ley 1 3 togLh,i

ILem5 die

ttttl Piny ItiLiLLioub,

htt4devCt_ Lowest_

Isla Not-matlye n aLing

iLcul6 vce Lome trout the next lowosi s-o irem,t,, retie

Lhc oil. the pioloLypIt=d1 vicwet [-kin ILX,L,JL

O
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would seem to be a person who watches television in the spirit of

shared Play or "Togetherness Play. This viewer describes him/herself

as having rejected television as a Normative or Background service.

The distinctive of this factor type is the non-use of the medium for

Background or companionship." This prototype is described similarly

to the Factor 11 viewer from Foley's preliminary study--in.the re-ana-

lysis--but differs in that the lowest scored distinguishing items are

those reflecting the Normative function; also, the Factor III proto-

type from the re =analysis of the Foley main study is highly similar

in overall description. Foley discussed this type in terms of a

recreational use of the medium.

Highly scored items on Factor ii--factor scores of +1.000 and

above- -are, in descending order: I often have the TV on even though
qlsk,

I'm not watching; Even though I'm not watching 1 like Co keep the TV

set

set tu

companionship; I like programs that are fun Co watch; 1

LM, "eve the TV set Lutned on, 1 Ilhe c_,hav the
'i

IV

on while Il'ill Lig oLhel ttcILLgs, i keep the IV set ou

oily all LC« Limc Jot Luke m,, s1 IV plo6tams very Setiously,

Wheu te

that

111,1, 004

I

tLlen

.44 1

141 AS,,,1,1,,,m

LkInms 50

lV tJ60111..i,

II

OIL ,Aked

I

IV ptugt,1.,

,L,

1

1V ,



When I watch TV, I usually don't notice a lot of what goes on around

me; When I visit friends, we often watch TV; When I watch.TV, I usu-

ally want to be left alone; I like to learn about TV personalities

and their lives; I've gotten good advice from TV about how to act in

unusual situations; I would like to be friends with some TV personali-

ties I think TV programs help people see what it's right to do; I've

seen some good on TV of how to live my own life; and, Some-

I watch TV just to put off doing something else.

Distinguishing statements for Factor II are presented in Table

13 with the deviation scores over Factors I through VII, left to right.

Seven items contribute to the identification of this prototypical

viewer as distinct from the others. The factor represents seven vi

one man, six women.

Table 13: Distinguishing SWements for the proto
Factor II Viewer from the Analysis 9f the California Data

nts St:Ores

I often have the TV on even though I'm -3

not watching.
I sometimes forget I have Lt,c l`V n,L

turned on.
I like to have the TV set turned

while I'm doing other tkling
the TV set on nearly all the 4k4,

hi=ked up Litime good hints fl.,41% IV ,o
Way-, do thing.

gotten good advice from iv .wo-L
to aCt Ili unusual SiLUdL ion.

..,,s2S I SiL down to TV just bet:ati=_,,;

things aren' L gulug well_

11 1

U U

1 2

ypical

-1 1

U
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Foley's Background function plus two statements from Play and one

from Togetherness. Lowest scored items represent a mix of Withdrawal

and Para-socar Interaction functions. The higher scored discri

nating items represent the Background function; of the two lower scored

statements, one reflects the Normative, the other, the Withdrawal

functions. This prototypical viewer describes him /herself as using

the medium for Para-social Interaction; the' istinguishing statements

indicate Background use to lie the primary distinction however.

Highest scored items on Factor Ilk are, in descending order:

I've picked up some good hints from TV on ways to do things; I watch

TV because I want to keep myself up to date; I pretty well know what's

going on around the country because I watch TV; I like to learn about

TV personalities and their lives; I keep up to date on hew develop-

ments by watching TV; I' ome good examples on TV of how

live my own life; My friends frequently tell me about TV programs

they've seen and, in dra le 1,i061 1 Ilke Lo Lk), guess

will happen next.

Low s OLi

yf1,1f16 I occ IV 1ff my

111 ndiug olde

1 Ldke mo6L TV

v,_Ly k1,,,n01y, 111,,k aLofft d tV pfo6id111 aril IL's

L I 0 1 L "L.

h.. .( I.
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I
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Table 14 presents the distinguishing statements for the proto-

typical Factor III viewer. Eight statements meeting the criteria are

presented with their respective deviation scores over the seven fac-

tors, left to right -- Factors I through VII. The factor represents

three viewers--one man, two women.

Table 14: Distinguishing Statements for the Prototypical
Factor III Viewer from the Analysis of the California Data

Statements Scores

I've picked up some good hints from TV on
ways to do things.

1 0 5 -2 4

Even when I'm not watching, I like to
keep the TV set on forcompanion-
ship.

-5 5 1 4 -3 -1

My friends and I could probably spend a
whole evening talking about TV
programs we enjoy.

-2 1 -5 -5

I enjoy telling friends about good TV
programs I've seen.

2 1 5 2 1 0

I don't think of situations in TV pro-
grams as being real.

1 00 -4 1 1 1

I seldom think about a TV program after
it's over.

0 4 =1 1 2

I don't take most TV programs very
seriously.

-5 2 2 0 2

I seldom use anything I see on TV in my
own life.

-1 1 -5 0 -4

Half of the higher scored dlsttttninating iteuts reflect Foley's

Educa ion tun m Indei ale divided among V 'S

PaL and Normative oue statement aLh. Rail

2 lower' 6COCed the Play innCtiou;

Withdrawal and ecnversxtiutt, res- _vely and one

the Toge t

the one htgt,ly scoted dlsctlutlttaL111y _ em augg sts Lttt LauLdLlon rut',

_d ra -SOC al lute -a-t and Educ-ALion

more reflc,t

cornea tiom
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tion to play the greatest role of these; but the five lowes scored

items are clearly more meaningful.in that four of them indicate a

self description that rejects the Play use of the medium. The Factor

III prototype is described as using television-to learn about what is

going on in the world, but more important to his/her self description

is the apparent seriousness with which this medium is used, as indi-

cated by the "total abstention" from Play. This viewer type is dif-

ferent from Foley 's type I in the re-analysis of his preliminary study

data in that those viewers used the medium recrea vely; these viewers

use it in earnest; those viewers use it to broaden their world view;

these use it to be current on general informationpossibly for con-

versational purposes. Also, unlike any of the factor types derived

from his main study, this viewer type appears to be different from

all identified heretofore.

Highest scored items on Factor IV are, Ill des- elldittg

enjoy telling friends about good TV pro -a I've seen; i like pro-

grams C[leit _ to watch; I like TV programs that, are Imaginative;

watLlliLLg IV helps Inc target my pr -t blemz-J; Even whcn w not -

I like tV Oft roc tompdhl,nlohipi 1 likc to have Llic TV

ocL on hii I'm caL ALL CVCttlll will i.JLID Ink"- i CaoLci. IL l waL+At

1V, Ny ,hd 1

1Ik LhaL

==. utLcu

,

duwh L L ' j

to help me know oht'

IL IV pt.,61aMo 1

ILA "41L1

seldom watch Tv by
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myself;, I've seen some good examples on TV of how to 11,-e my own life;

I think TV programs teach important moral lessons; When I watch TV, I

like to imagine myself taking part in the program; My friends and I

could probably spend a whole evening talking about TV programs we

enjoy, I don't like to watch TV by myself; Sometimes, I wish I were a

TV star; I would like to be friends with some TV personalities; I

keep the TV set on nearly all the time; I suppose I learn more from

TV than from the papers, magazines, or books; I don't remember details

what happens in a TV program very long after it's over; I've picked

up some good hints from TV on ways to do things; and, I think TV pro-

grams help people see what it's right to do.

Table 15 presents the distinguishing statements for the proto-

typical Factor IV viewer. Nine statements meeting the criteria are

presented with their respective deviation scores over the seven fac-

tors, left to righLt for through VII. Four viewers are

represented tin the factortwo Men, Lwo women.

Highest scored items on this factor are scattered; three are

al items; Lwo

are ha kground iLcIm

.statements int; k
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Table 15: Distinguishing Statements for the Prototypical
Factor IV Vi6wer from the Analysis of the Californial)ata

Statements Scores

I enjoy telling friends about good TV
programs I've seen.

-3 5 2

Watching TV helps me forget my problems. -2 1 4 -5 2 0

I like to have the TV set on while I'm
eating.

0 2 2 3 -1 1

I seldom think about a TV program after
it's over.

0 1 -4 -1 1 -3 2

I've picked up some good hints from TV
on ways to do things.

1 0 5 =2 4 2

I don't remember details of what happens
in a TV program very long after
it's over.

0 1 -1 =2 3 -1

I think TV programs teach important moral
lessons.'

0 -2 -1 -4 I 0 2

I seldom watch TV by myself. 0 -1 =2 =5 2 2 0

I can rely on TV to help me know what's 0 -2 2 -5 -2 1 -2

in style.

-d of the discriminating items re
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Highest scored items on Factor V are, in descending order:

like TV programs that are imaginative; I like programs that are fun

to watch; I watch TV to learn about new and different things; I've

-picked up some good hints from TV on ways to do things; I get new

ideas about people and places from TV; I'm usually telling someone

something I've seen on TV; I often tell people about TV programs I

liked; and, I don't remember details of what happens in a TV program

very long after its over.

Lowest scored items on Factor V are, in ascending order:

Watching TV helps me forget my problems; When I watch TV I, usually

don't notice a tot of what goes on around me; When I visit friends,

we often watch TV; After I've watched TV, my problems don't seem so

serious; My friends and I could probably spend a whole evening talking

about TV programs we enjoy; I like to have the TV set on just in case

something interesting comes on; I keep the TV set on nearly all the

time; I find lots of things to talk about from watching TV Even

though I'm not watching, I like to keep the TV set on for companion-

ship; and, Sometimes,

well
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Table 16: Distinguishing, Statements for the Prototypical
Factor V viewer from the Analysis of the California Data

Statements Scores

After I've watched TV, my problems don't
seem so serious.

-1 -1 1 1 -4 3 1

Watching TV helps me forget my own
problems.

-2 -2 1 4 -5 2 0

Two represent Conversation; one represents Togetherness; and three

others reflect the Background function. The two discriminating items

are from the Withdrawal function.

Ise prototypical Factor V viewer is characterized as tending

to use the medium fo purposes of Play and Education with Conversation

in mind; i. e., he/she likes programs that are imaginative, fun to

watch. that to and different things, that provide hints on new

ways to do things, that provide new ideas about people and places,

and that provide inform tell others -- without having to rem

her details very long. This viewer does nut use the medium fur

Withdrawal ur oond; the most-unlike-me end of the sort

includes weiiutliug Lu to16ci ptobldmo, shut out the immed
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at home, we enjoy watching TV together; An evening will pass much

faster if I watch TV; I keep up to date on new developments by

watching TV; I watch TV to learn about new and different things;

just prefer to watch TV with someone; I usually watch TV with my

family or with friends; After I've watched TV, my probT ms don't

seem so serious; I like to learn about TV personalities and their

lives' I like programs that are fun to watch; I like programs where

people seem to be talking right to me ; I like the y'TV makes

important people seem like friends; and, 1 seldom watch TV by myself.

on Factor VI are, in ascending order:Lowest scored

friends and I could probably spend a whole evening talking about the

TV p _gra enjoy; I like to try out things 1 see and hear on TV;

I seldom use anything I see on TV in my own life; Sometimes, I wish I'

.e a TV star; When I watch TV, 1 like, o imagine

the progran

_yself taking part

I sometims forget I have the TV set turned on, Wh

friend come over, we often watch TV; I think TV programs help people

see what it's right to do; I seldom think about a TV program after it's
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material for thought.

Highest scored items on Factor VII are,An descending order:

I know what's going on around the country because of TV; When I watch

TV with someone, we often talk about the programs as we watch; I

watch TV because I want to keep up to date;-I keep up to date on new

developments by watching TV; I like the way TV makes important people

seem like friends; I've picked up some good hints from TV on ways to

do things; I usually watch TV with my family or with friend en

we're at home, we enjoy watching TV together; I don't remember the

details of what happens in a TV program very long after It's over;

like p grams are fun to oh; and, I seldom think about a TV

program a4ter 0V

Lowest scored item_ _ Factor VII are, in ascending d-,

My frieuda and I could probably spend a whole evening talking about

progLau ecij y; Wticnn 1 wal.-h 1V I u Pally d I'L nkJi_ Ivi

what goes oil around me; i like proglancns that are imngiunLive;

would like to be friends with some TV personalities, I like TV pro-
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Table 18: Dia ingulAing Statements for the Prototypical
Factor VIINiewer from the Analyse -of the CaliforniaData

When I watch TV with someone, we 'talk
about-the programs as we watch.

think TV programs help people see what -1 -3 -2 -2
it's right to do.

often tell people about TV programs
that I liked.

I like TV programs that -demonstrate the
importance of being fair and honest.

I like programs.that are imaginative.

Scores

3 2. -1

2 3 -1

3 -4

all fac o s Factors I through VII, left to right. The factor rep e-
,

sents only two viewers - -one man, one woman.

cHigher cored.iteme for the Factor VII prototype indicate the

Education fuhctionto he'dominant but accompanied by a sense of

Togetherness. Lower scored items suggest 'a rejection of'.using the

medium for Withdrawal and for Conversation along with some Education
a

and most Para-social Interaction uses. Discriminating .items.J.nditate,

watching with someonea Togefhernesi unctionSignificantly Sets

the v ewer type apart fro -,the others. Also contributing to the dis-

tinction is a rejection of a liking for programs that are imaginative

and those thatdemonstrate the importance of being'fair and honest.

While the viewer is info Ation-oriented, the information is for

immediate-bse with co- viewers; imaginative presentation and moral

platitudes Seem not to be desired in television programs.

THE-REPLICATION QUESTION

aboye, Foleyaemonstrated the replicability, of Q

Rxisan of factor arrays and lebell from his



eliminary and main studies. A second and pteferred comparison

to perform a second factor analysis.that takes the normalized factor

store estimates for the prototypical viewer from each of the facto

as raw data. Using the outcomes-in this -re- analysis, such an approach

was used here.

he Iowa Studies. as Replication

First, the normalized factor score estimates for each of the

three factor types from the preliminary study and each of the five

types from the main study were assembled into a 64 x 8 data matrix;

these ware submitted to principal components analysis using the BMD

program noted earlier. The change in approach from the principal

-factors solution used earlier reflects a different theoretical con-

cern-in the outcome.

The principal factors solution !cloaks for" commonness among/

the entities,in,their sorting patterns this commonfiegl is maxi

-
in` seeking.a solution that provides "clusters of entities ve

expressedsimilar,usvan.dgretificationsits. The prind_

pal components analysis begiUs by seeking to identifyWeach of the

factor types with an independent comrionent each variance.eo -ponent,

then, reflects a relatively discrete typeregardless-of the number of

significant loadings identified with it.

In analyzing the two Iowa studies, a four-component solution.

provided an intuitive best fit to the eight factor types. Table 19

presents the Varimax-rotated Principal Components solution derived

from this analysis.

f-



Table 19: The Varimax-rotated PrincipaV Components Solution
Derived from Second-order Analysis Using Normaliied Factor Score
Estimates from Re-analyses,of Foleyls Preliminary and MAin Studies

FP1 .84212 .06397 .19835 .33312 .86357

FP2 .23559 -.00938 .81632 .00559 .72200

PP3 -.04451 .96116 -.00368 -.00876 .92590

FM1 .80993 .13585 A8069. -.12301 .72222

FM
2

.19369 .01160 .10891 .94874 .94962.

3 ..14598 .01788 .83003 ..13781 .72957,.

.:-80349 -.10614 .24393 .19380 .75392

.69658 .41948 .07887 .22467 .71788

EigenValues 2.61228 1.13415 .5049:2 1.13334 .04069 ,

This four-component, second-order analysis accounts for approxi-

mately 80% of the total variance in common. More than 70% of the

variance for each viewer type is accounted for over the four compo-

nents.' As is usual, the first component, is dominant, accounting for

nearly one-third of the total variance and nearly half of the common

variance.

The first compbtlent is identified by four very high factor

loadings: the first viewer type.from the prelithinary and main studies,

alb fourth from the main study, anti the fifth, from the main study.

Earlier analyses identified the firs factor in bOth StudieS with

.information gathering; in the main study, the empha was observed

to be more on the conversational use of the information while in the



preliminary study, the infOrma ion gathering was the primary activity

with elements of Play and Conversation interspersed. These two fac-

tar types are, perhaps, more alike in their rejection of Background

and Withdrawal tram their self descriptions. The fourth factor type

in the main studywas thigh in information gathering but for Normative

and'Conversation purposes, while also rejecting Background and'With-

drawal functions from the selfdescription. The fifth factor type in
t

the main study alad'engaged An.information gathering, but seemingly

for a variety of reasons;; this prototype'also disclaimed the Back-

ground function along with Para - social Interaction. A Common thread

here seems to be some information-gathering tendency along with nonr

use of the medium for Background (orcompanionship) purposes, The

second-order factor that identifies these four prot_typical viewers

common wouid seem identify a theme.on which some variation is

evident. a basic viewer type has been .identified in Market

A through one sampling and, in effect found again in a second

sampling.

A test of this interpretation can be developed by estimating.

the factor scores (see Appendix B, Table.H) for the supervectors and

identifying the dimensions of the,more comprehensive viewer types

represented for comparison of the- prototypes developed from the

=

re-analySes of the Iowa data. This was done. Table 20 presents the

nine consensus statements for the four component solution. In the

following paragraphs, supervectors I and III are interpreted for

comparisons .to the factors loading on them, supervectors II and IV

are not interpreted because they had a single significant loading on



Table 20: Consensus Items from the FoUr Supervictors of the
Secondary Analysis of the Factor Types Derived from the Iowa Studies

Statemen

I lo not think. of, situations shown in television
programs as being real situations.

- I usually tell someone about the, interesting things
I ace on television.

I prefer to watch television with someone.

I like television programs that let you really get
know the people on them;

7

like programs wherethe people seem to be talking

-(7

directly to me.
I like to.try some of'the new things I see on

television.
Even.if I am not watching all the time, I like-to

keep the television set turned on for coma)
panionship.

I often forget the television set is turned on.

Television programs show the things that are in

. style.

0

-2 -1

-2

-1 0 -2

1 1

each-- no common variance is accounted for on either.

To characterize the More comprehensive viewer type represented

by Supervector I, the statements with a normalized factor score esti-

mate c 14.000 and highe- were ide-rified. In descending order, these

items -

grams that are fun to watch; Watching television keeps me informed

watch television to keep myself up to date; I like pro-

new developments; I watch. television to learn about strange or .unusu 1

things; Television programs give me new insights into our complex

world; We enjoy .watching revision Loge I often __h.progr s .

which have been recommended to me: I like to tell my.friends about

good programs I have seen; and, I like programs that demonstrate the

Importance of being fair and honest



Similarly, the atatementa. representing tbs. ostunlike-me"

end of= the. sort for the supervec are presented in

ascending order; they are' I find I can get more done when the tele-

vision set is on I sometimes wish I were a television star; Sometimes

I watch televisioq lust- to'put off doing other things that need to be

done; I like to have the television Set. turned on while I am doing,

other things; When things are.not gOing well, I often turn on tele-

,vision (the main study aubstituted sometimes for often); When I visit

--erie'nds .we often watch television; When I watch television, I

_want only .to bk left alone (the main study dropped only from the item

When friends come to visit, we often watch television; When I watch

television, I like to imagine myself as taking pert in the progra_

I like F have the television saot on while I am eating; and, I often

have the television set turned on without really watching it.

Four statements met program criteria for distinguishing-this

viewer type from the. other thee. They are presented in Table 21 with

their deviatiOn scores ova all.factors Factors I through IV, left

right.

This mere comprehensive viewer typology is identified as

televisibn for informational currency with viewing fun a

meaningful element of the experience. Unlike this viewer type is

haying the set on while doing other things or trying to do other

things while watching wishing t be a television stAr or using it

for such escapist.activities as watching to avoid doing -omething or

when things are not going well. The discriminating items indicate
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. : Table 21: Distinguishing Statements for the PrototypicS1
Super-vector I Niewer Type from Second-order Analysitil'uf the -Two oWa

StudieS

Statements

etch television to keep myself up to date.

Scores

-1

I watch television to learn what is going on
in the world. .

--1 -1

I like to have the television set un while I
amsating.

0 2

When things Are not going well, I often/sometimes 0 1

'turn on television.

that being up-to-date on what is going on in the world is distinctive

at the !'most-like-me" end of the sort, not watching while eating or
a

when things are not ?going well at the "Mbst-unlike-me" end. The four

viewer types identified'in the re-analysis of Foley's two Iowa studies

that have loaded on this second-order factor seem to be b'est described

as tending to be active users of the medium who enjoy the programs

and feel they gain from wetching. Their active use of the edium is

attested to by their not using television while doing other things

and their avowed use of, it for currency, information, and insights,

While this prototype may, indeed, include-Gutman's "dissembler " the

informational currency sought by these viewers seems .better identi-

fled with topics of general conversation in that they enjo catching

together, watch- what is recommended, and like to tell friends about

-what they see.

Logically, the next question is, Who are the .people who have

loaded on the factors identified with the sup_ervectcr and what do

4'



they watch? Unfortunately, Foley did not provide specific information

-Abou_ his responde

only In general. terms. 'The generalizations are fur

=

the who part of the question can be answered

limited by

the comparatively different factors accepted at the lower.end of the

variance distribution in the first-order analyses of the present study.

Basically, the people on the first factors of the preliminary and,main

studies are generally.identified as six men and five women and one man

Andfive women, respectively, with six men and four women having more'

than high school education. In neither study, does-the majority of

. those loaded on the first factor report reading more than one book a

month, listening-to, radiOnews, or reading a newspaper- other than,the

local daily. In the preliminary study six of the eleven report

reading news magazines regularly while none of the six loading on the

first fatto in-the main study reported use of news magazines. The

majority of both groups did report regular use of the local daily

only, the rest using the local daily and some other paper.

Of the preliminary study respondents identified with Factor I

Foley observed:

The faVorite programs mentioned by type I subjects substam-
tiatethe informational orientation of these viewers.

. Among the
programs. mentioned as favorites -are the news, National Geographic
specials, and special coverage of space events. The other
favorite programs mentioned by type lviewers indicate the
balance between their informational uses of television and their
recreational uses. The program mentioned as a favorite most
frequently by type I Viewers Is. the Dean MartinShow. Many type
Tviewers say their favorite programs are related to their
speCial.interests. One viewer said his faVorite programs were
Judd for the Defense, Ironsides, and The-FBI, because he was
interested in,law. Other type I viewers mentioned a long
standing interest in sports which led them to select the sports
specials and football games as their favbrite programa.

Although type I viewers liked to watch programs which were
linked to their special interests, their use of television is



not what would ordinarilybe called educational. They Select
programs Which contain some information about an area of inte-
rest, but they do not necessarily avidly seek out special
programs which present detailed instruction in this area of
specialAnterest.23-.

Of the Factor 1 viewer type in the main study, Foley said:

The type I viewers use television as a basis for conversation
with other people. They,also'want it to be a moral force for the
young. They want it to bolster or substitute for their own
ethical guidance of their children.

The type I viewers watched a wide variety of programs. All
six type I viewers returned their diaries. Five of them reported
watching daytime serials three or more days of the diary week.
Three watched a news program three or more Oays.of the diary
week; one did not watch any news progrets during the week. The
programs they4iked as their:favorites included: Peyton Place,
Lawrence Welk, news; dramatic specials,. Walt Disney, and some
daytime serials.?4

While some of the differences between the two groUps are very cle,ar,

their inclusion in the common category represented by the supervector

does establistlan information-seeking theme as a common element. The

variation on the theme appears in the-ithaseis for information seeking

and the attendant variety of program choice seems reasonably explained

from that-insight.'

Supervector II contained only one significant loading; it is

not interpreted. Supervector III contained two significant'loadirigs:

the second factor type from the preliminary and the third_ facto- type

from the ma studies. Statements reflecting the positive. or "most-

lf, end of the sort with normalized factor score estimates of

+1.000 and higher are, in descending order: I like programs that are

fun to watch; My friends frequently talk about television programs; I

like to try to guess what will happen next in a program; I usually

watch television with-my family or friends; We enjoy watching tele-



vision together; I like to tell my friends about good programs I have

seen; T.watch television to keep myself.up to date; I watch television

to learn about strange or unusual things; _en I watch television with

someone,we often talk the programs as we atch;J often watch pro-

grams which have been recommended to me; and, Watching television

keeps me informed of new developments.

At the "most unlike -me" end of the so- with normalized fad-

score estimates of -1.000 and below are nine statements; in

ascending:order, they are: think television programs teach imp

tent moral lessons; Television. programs give good examplesof how to

live; Television programs show the things.that are right-to do; I do

not take television programs very seriously; I sometimes wish I were

a television star; Television programs give me good advice about how

to Act-in unusual situations; Television programs show the import=ance

of having good manners; I seldom use the things I have seen on teld-

vision; and, Television progra- teach-you- about what other people

11 doh

'Ten discriminating, ems were identified by the JINNI program.

They are presented in Table 22 with their deviation scores over all

factors, Factors I through IV, left to right.

The more comprehensive viewer type associated with this second-

order factor describes him/herself as liking programs that are fun to

watch, discussing programs ith friends, trying to guess what will

happen next in programs, watching with family or f iends and enjoying

watching together, liking to tell others about programs, and using

the medium to gather information- -i. e., to be up-to-date on strange



Table 22: Distinguishing Statements -for the prototypical
SuPervector ZII Viewer lype from Second-order Analysis of the Two
Iowa Studies

Statements Scores

My friend frequentlytalk about television pro-
grams.

I like to try to guess what will happen next 'in 2 -2

a program.
I often have the television set turned on without

really watching it.
find.i can get more done when the teleyision set -4

is on ,

I seldom use the things I'have seen-on ttlevision.

5

Television programs show the importer-tee of having
good manners.

I do not take televisicn programs very seriously.

Television programs show the things that are right ,

to do.
Television programs give good examples of how to ---1 --1 5 -1

live.

I think television programs teach important moral
leSsons.

0 -3

-1 -3

-4

3

or unusual. things. This viewer says he/she does not think programs

teach important moral lessons, give, good examples of how to liv

show things that are right to do, and dues not take programs ve y

seriously. He/she does not receive good advice ahouthewtO act in

unusual situations nor see in programs the importance of having good

manners. The discriminating items indicate that the positive end

,the array is distinctive on the matter of talking with friends about.

programs and trying, to guess what will happen next. Having the set

on without watching it oT.getting more done when it is on is judged

neither like nor unlike this viewer type. This viewer clearly rej6cts

=the medium as a teacher of social norms, however. Six of the ten
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distinguishing statements identify the negative end of the'ariay with

four of those indicatIng exclusion of elevision s norms for behavior

'and the other two stating that programs are not taken seriously. and

that the viewer seldom has use for anything seen on- television. This

pair of statements seem, to some degree, to represent a moralistic

view of the medium. This prototype probably rejedta sex and violence,

and perhaps other behavior, in program content but still watches the

medium for fun and conversation. Television viewing is clearly some-

thing to be done together and the fun and conversation are a part of

being together. Who these viewers might be cannot be clearly dis-

ceded because Foley does not provide individual descriptions of his

respondent . He only reports such information as two of the five

type 11s indicates no past or preant community activity; none read a

news magazine; all read the local daily newspaper; none listen to

radio news; they are under 50 (and four are under 35); all have a

highschool diploma; four are female; one lives in an apartment; all

have one or more children; and, only one has a color set (in 1968).

While he offers comparable information about the three type Ills from

his main study, the five-factor solution obtained in re-analysis

dropped one of his respondents. and picked up another--not distinguish-

able from any 6thers. Most characteristics fo three original

type III main study viewers were similar to his f ve. type II preli-

mi-ary study viewers.

The California /Iowa Re cation

Fully Co test the question of replicability calls for the

drawing of a IAciolp-aLl sample in a different market anaa testing



the presence of identifiably similar viewer ypes from the _

to the

purpose

second markets. The California study

The replicabiliti teat was carried out by applying second-

order factor analysis to the normalized factor score estimates 'derived-

as undertaken foi that

from the re-analyses of the two Iowa studies and the analysis of the

California study. Prior discussion indicates some comparability in

factor labels and deacriptions. The second-order factor analysis

provides corroboration.

The fifteen factor types from the thre e analyses were repre-
,

sented by their normalized factor score estimates in,a 64 x 15 data

matrix and submitted to,principak,component analysis. The intuitive

best fit as found in a six-factor, Varimax-rotated solution. Table

23 displays the factor structure matrix for the second-order solution
.

with communalities and Eigenvalues. Immediately discernible imi-

laritiet confo the earlier presentation of the two Iowa studies:-

Super-ec or I is loaded by the'same first-order factors as are shown

in Table 19; the former Supervector III is the new Supervector II and

vice versa; and the former Supervector IV is the mew Supervector VI.

New Supervecters IV and V are unique to the present analysis and

emerge from the California data, alonS. As Brown observed in demon-

rating the utility of second -order factor analysis, what can-be

said of factor type foumd in any part of the country can, be said,

in general, of the same type found anywhere.25 These supervectors

will be examined and compared in the following paragraphs with that

observation in mind as Fletcher's question is put to a direct test..

00,



Table 23: The Va mazc-rotated Principal Components Solution
Derived from Second-order Analysis Using Normalized Factor Score
Estimates from Re-analysis of Foley's Iowa Studies-and the California
S.tudy

II

FP1 .87089 .18030

. FP2 .25376 .58868

FP3 .03481 -.08546'

c3 \

C4 \

.78752 .14796

;32563 .25695

.20800- .68828

.82464 .18403

.61866 .00827

.74933 .18981

114013 .74090

A3470, .08705

.07858 .74968

C5. .4592,9 .01530

C6 "12125 ,08426

.15365. .65379,

Eigen-
values 3.5110 2.14672

III

-.03014-

-.13117

.91559

IV

.01251

.30963

-.09748

V

.03329

.36993

-.03444

"VI

.23976

.01645

.10279

.85062

.66113.

.86807--

- .08737 .25189 -.62523 -.12286 .72889

,-.05228 -.32097 -.20807 .60048 .68168

- 07901 .24963 .02181 .16243 .61241

.11867 .03019 .19084 .06901 .77007

-.26229: .16632 .02142 .45598 .68764

.:05014. .10792'. .31948 -29252 .79932

J7608 -.76238 .29562 -.13187 J7320
. _

,09137 ,.89314 .025 .84104

.14178 -.02088 -..19853 .19077 .66454

;47,249 -.06402 .37981 ....21587 .62938

-.06330 .25444 .25790 .80349. .80266

.08612 .03713 .84699 .07760 .75871

1.25292 1 31173 1.37797 1.52901 11.12936

The first component is identified by five very high factor

loadings: The first viewer type from the preliminary and main studies

along with the fourth and fifth types from the main study, derived
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from the re-analy s of Foley's Iowa data, and the first viewer type

from theCalifornia study. The first four loadings emerged in the

prior analyst- using the Iowa factors only; the first type from the

California udy!is now identified as a part of the same cluster, i. e.

as being of the 'same general "type. The four factor types loading

on the first component in the analys of the Iowa data have already

been identified as being most similar in their tendency to be informa-

tion seekers--but for different reasons in each case--while tending

to disclaim television use for Background or Normative purposes. The

prototypical Factor I viewer

to be only minimally. an inform It

the California study has been noted

=ker but to be strongly inclined

to disclaim any Background use Lit the medium.

In three different samples selected in very similar fashion

from two different areas of the country, a viewer type has been d-

te4A thrit disclaims uae the medium for tacky round 01 )m-)61-11ou

ship purposes to disclaim Normative uses of the medium, and

reports some rmatIon-seeking activities, although uses for

tuts,LiiitjL LI tiaL t,t'1 ed nce:iti L., vsk

rega It70- is 1111 1

cOM

tat L L

," 4- v481,1-4. L- 011--vcd withOUL

En,

. 4

t t I. L k y .

t.nt , a t,

C I , 11 L L or the supe LV,J.,LOL
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deriving a direct interpretation. This was done see Appendix B,

Table I).

Seven consensus items were identified by the JINNI program;

factor score estimates for these items are not significantly different

from each other over all factors. The consensus items and their

estimated deviation scores over the six factors are presented in

Table 24, Factors I to VI, left to right. The item wordings reflect

the statement form used in the California study.

Table Consensus Statemeut6 trum the Second order
Analysis of Factor Types from Foley's Iowa Studies and the Califs
Study

Staremeuta

I often tell people about TV programs that 1

liked.
L don' L like to watch TV by myLimi_

ci Lu waL h IV with nUMcwi

IV th 1.-,LL Mc guL Lk_t fmm,

the people ou Lht:tm.

like programs where people btlem Lu
talking right to me.

I it- ttt have the TV .set j-L,L

6,mcIhium AuL.r:LeoLinm cool ii
tL_ nuMe IV pl0m1c1Mt, really ho.. Lt.

ot

lit

1

UL

=1 -1

_3
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instruction in manners useful to be of relatively little importance

to the self description. One or more of these ideas is similarly

ranked in each of the prior analyses.

SuperveCtor I produced twelve items that have a factor score

.000 or higher; in descending order, these are I watch TV

because I want to keep myself up to date; I like programs that are

fun_, to watch; I keep up to date on new developments by watching TV;

When we're at home, we enjoy watching TV together; I get new ideas

about people and places from TV; I suppose I learn more from TV than

trolls the papers rnag r books; 1 watch TV to Ieainn t ut

and ditferent things; I like TV prograols that demou6trate the Impor

tall and hoe-- 6EV pt _ othet

have recommended to I enjoy telling friends about good TV pr

I've seen; I'm usually telling so_

Lokn8

ut somethi inte-

U1,1 TV, My 1Lie14do aed 1 l4nVe orLcc4 Lalked

abou-d",1/ raid.` lik

II,

. I. .1 s IL

I., I. 1 III,

I

1 . OLIO L _

1 V

/ IiI., L I, s 1 It, tor.,

IV
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Three discriminating items were identified by the JINNI pro-

gram. In Table 25, they are presented in descending order with their

respective deviation scores over all six factors displayed, left to

right for Supervectors I through VI.

Table 25: Distinguishing Statements for the Prototypical
Supervector I viewer from the Second-order Factor Analysis of Both
Iowa Samples and the California Study

Statements Scores

I'm usually telling someone about something
interesting I've seen on TV.

like to have the TV set turned on while

2

-4

1 -2

5

0

-1

=3 =2

-I'm doing other things.
St get inure done when the TV is on -5 1 3 3 2 -1

As has been the case with each of the factor types loaded on

this superveetot the items making up the highu

aLe tved L gely roDM Pulc

Play,

crim _a

_I L

array

LauLdLioll 11-- v411.1.

Normative, and Cunv statements, The dis=

item at the positive end of the array, however, is a,

AL thc

und an d Escape

IL-- mixed

IL, 0,,,L,
15 1 31

t: L

L ion L1,55, riLL

with ,tt _

k V, ,sta

1a1

5.
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ket, is supported by the similarity of factor arrays for four dif

ferent clusters of viewers in the three samples--two of the four

being found in Foley's main study sample in Iowa.

Supe vector II is identified by eleven statements that are

associated with factor scores of +1.000 and higher. These are, in

descending o I like programs that are fun watch; I enjoy

telling friends about good TV programs I've seen; I ltke TV programs

that are imaginative; 1 like to keep the TV set on for companionship;

My friends frequently tell we -bout V programs they've seen; IR

dramatic Fru- I like to try to guess wt-

like to have the TV set

11 happen aext;

while I'm eating; Wheel I watch TV with

_A talk about program a3 we wutcl; idVe

the TV on even though I'm not watching; An evening will pass much

IV pu

I watch TV; and, My

1IIe [Leg Live 61141 01 Lhe

tactor SCOLe

IV ,I

4i1

ds and 1 have ott L

I 11

1V vA-h

J. if

I A
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the TV is on.

Six discriminating itemS were identified by the.JINNI program.

These items and their estimated deviation scores4are presented in

&Table 26, with deviation scores for Supervectors I through VI, left

to right.

Table 26: Distinguishing Statements for the Prototypical
Supervector II Viewer from the Second-order Factor Analysis of Both
Iowa Samples and the California StUdy

ints

I like programs that are fun to watch.

Scores

5

I like TV pro ems that are imaginative. 2 4 -1 -1 -4

An evening will pass much fastel _ watch 1 3 0 4
TV.

I've picked up some good hin TV on
ways to do things.

like the way TV makes impo people 1

-1

-1 2 2 4

2

seem like friends.
ve see.n some good examples 04 TV

Lo live my own life.

iid oupt4, U.. lo ky = ii,ltt

LL,,m elay dtAd

ikati L,

array L 1tt, t, .1011 Lk

fk,=.1.

L ti

oak -{..1

,

IAJLI c ...its Lut

1 11 C .1 ,+ 1

N..._,4,JLII

.4
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by the descriptions of the factors loading on this supervector from

the three different samples.

Supervectors ill, IV_ and V are not interpreted in that each

has only a single factor loaded significantly on it and on no other

supervector. Each of these represents a "type" of viewer unique in

the sample from was derived. Thi.s is not

a type might not have been found with a larger and/or

tat ve sample in each of the

Ludy

tv tot Vi has two 616

IQ itd ULL rkum LI.

y that such

represen-

_L i dltt one fLOW Foley

Lhe supc,L ,LoL l.5 1,likelettLed by tanc

II L 1 usually feel mote teld d

zltu that domo.sttae the Iilipotlott,,,- or

al I V , WI,, L, Id

ry L4gCttict i I 1...iaLiAl

I t
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it's.. over; and, I keep the TV set on nearly all the time.

Four discriminating items were identified by the JINNI pro-

gram. The statements and their respective deviation scores are dis-

played in Table 27, with supervectors represented left to right,

through VI.

Table 27: Distinguishing :tategents for the Prototypical
Supervector VI Viewer.from the Second -order Factor Analysis of Both
Iowa Samples and the California' Study

State

I usually feel
of TV.

I like TV programs that demonst.raLe t to im-
portance of being fair and honest.

ALL evening will pass much faster if I watch

evening -1 0 7

TV.

I just get more done when the TV is on.

1 0i ,Alkay lc

i,F.,,otdtive of Ed..dpe. Normative, hnnodtion and

1

L

U 5

-4

4

-1

_s tau,

Strong viations identify the positive end of the srray with

a,1 L la_ 4.±

rut. play k y

t I it

,1l 1

1 ,

A L (k, s,44

a"

JL

t.

t

Llm -1L (,,1,4;iik_y

1 1, "id t

4 L
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prototype as viewing for relaxation and the California Factor Vi

prototype which is described as viewing for relaxation,or escape and

not taking the content seriously--both of which load significantly on

this supervector.

In summary, this reanalysis of the two Foley studies and the

improved replication of his approach in a new environment, and a

decade later, clearly support the replicability of Q method. Repli-

cability with Q ought not to pose a problem for the investigator, in

any Lase tirsL, Lephensou demoh6Lvated replication with Q when he

employed its tools iii a singles -Ludy udder dlttetent

tlous with the same subject, or subject set, respond

la,L Sensible ,_onLlusions Li.,a hl.a use ut tti method uudet

L:ircumstance.s is, at least, indirect evldelic --

lttsLruc

mple

the -- Iicabliity--

and sLability u_ t.ti This study, us ig data gathere

w,ALKL Lct, yak .p

tcgdidlug the stub

studi

i

dirierent

.Ls ally d.,ut..LL, LdlbJ by FlaLcbel

At,

die audiencety and repli ability

wteu the woik 13 LaLLied

ud,

1,a

I

let to

ttc

rabic tasi 01.1 ttOM

. at

t.

11 ,

,11,., 1

or aL rh-
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supe vec -rs with multiple loadings ought to emerge in any market

simply by applying fhe Foley sort to a randomly drawn group of men

and women who use the medium; likewise, separate factor arrays might

also emerge, some of which might correspond to the unique factors

observed in the three samples examined here. More properly, however,

Q ought now to be used more in the way intendedby identifying useful

segments the population (a la the Thompson schema, perhaps) and

pursuing the undersi

society.

ut media use by digu i fi aut sewn-

tHL AU EOMENIATION QUESTION

YlCd-k-Al=1 bc uded an evaluation ut Foley' s IuLL us

all audience segmentation device. That he concluded it to be nade-

quaie has be__ demonstraied oUuvu to be

Al

AL slAi all le 111 Lu ditaiy4,

q at_e of his to

It meLhods ,=ompaLable.

Lll .r turey, lh, pkesent Lk delM011.LLaL n t'Ule 15uLL Lu

tentially uSetul appioaCh to auJleu segmenistiOn wiihin a uses

1.dt

11,1 nuffic LhC

.1L L,

1 d L> I -

LA I 1 -A 1 1 ,L I

1.1

1
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the preferred programs. Foley tapped social context in terms of the

medium serving either an Escape (viewing alone or quietly) or a

Togetherness (being together, chatting about the program) function.

More recent thinking in this realm suggests that some content might

prove useful to vie- fostering Togetherness, some content might

support their use of medium for Escape regardless of the viewing

context, but some viewers might prefer to view some content alone,

not for escape but to avoid int rupti inform

some people may use all programs to gratify the same learned

need or set of ttetia -d premise pursued by Eoley does trot pLeolr

others using ea It progra watched to gratify a di

Foley a tudialciitaty'utL hab asei gly only ,AL..;.hed the

but present results ludiCate the scratch may

one for ttte utility 01 Q as a

8,11Ld_16

eed_

ve to be art l'apoltaut

its of examinir, subje tivlty in

able utility tut turthet` ltty tlgation

the met

ome memi=eLs of the andl _

by ne6mentn

1.1"-
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AIS RESEARCH
5689 North ..5th

Fresno, Calif,ornia
(209) 4391562

NAME

ADDRE

TIME

APPENDIX A

INTERVIEW SCHEDULES

MEDIA USE STUDY

TELEPHONE S.REENER

PHONE

VALIDATED

Date

INTERVIEWE-

a

1-1177 A

Hello, my name is from AIS, a national marke
research firm and I'd like to ask you a few quesiions. To begin

Do you own a tel

How many

set2 (IF YES, Uh. IF Nu, ThRMINAM
& TALrY)

ss do you own?

And, how ly black and white sets do you

3. What= newspap-

F bane bee

s 1t1 you 1.ad or.

, no

Other (spblry)

=1 it b.4(

1eybla4 bab4.-4( Nebb

1,0 /1,,n9ele

. L ,
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is tie title the .last book you read? None

Date finished

types of radio prograds do you generally liiten to None

News

Talk shows

§poqs

Other

Western music

Listening music

Rock music

Other

8. And, finally, approximately how many hours a day do you personally
watch levision?

Don't watch

(:)-5 hours

5 or _ hours

THANK YOU FOR YOUR OOPERRTION



AIS RESEARCH
5689 North 5th
Fresno, Califora
(209) 439-1562

RESPONDENT S NAME

MEDIA WSE STUDY 1 -1177 A

PERSONAL INTERVIEW Date

'INTERVIEWER'S NAME

Hello, my nam is

people in your.areb about
methods of communication.
begin with: 6,

VAIIDATED

and We're Conducting a survey with-
attituded and opinions concerning different
I'd like to ask you a feW"A eStions.'. To

1. AboUt how many 'hours a day dp you personally watch television?
Let's start with:

Morning-77:00 114 noon

Afternoon -- Noon 7 5:00 PM

Evening - -5:00 PM midnight

Why do you watch television

3A. Thinking of all the day and night time Prograrlis-YoU wa
ones would you say you watch.on a regular basis?

38. (IF MORE THAN ONE, ASK:) Which one

3C. Which is your nextfavcirite program?

3A WATCH REGULARLY

1.

4.

you- Wis your favorite?

38 FAVORITE 3C NEXT

3D (ASK FOR 38) Why would you say this one 'is your' favorite program



(ASK FOR 3C) eighy is this also a favorite ragr

If you wereasked to describe your own personal feelings about
,television in America today, what would you say? Remember, this -
:can include anything at all that you might feel'about television.

11%

(ASK *STIONS 5 6, 4 7 ONLY IF READ ON-SCREENERO

5. fNhat sections of the newspaper would youSay you read ncst than
roughly?

.

Of all the magazined you read, which sections would you say you
read most thoroughly?.

3.

Thinking.about books, now, which Would you say you read more of
fitionthat is, novels and short stories, or non-fictionhistory,
biography, etc.

Fiction

*
In an average day, how much time do you spend reading:

Non-fiction

Newspapers

Magazines

Books

9. H w often do you- attend movies?

10. what kinds or types of movies do you prefer.



_y is that?

12. About how y hours A. day do you listen to the radio?

Morning--7:00 AM - noon

AfternoonNoon 5:00 PM

Evening--5:00 PM'- midnight

82

13. Why would you say you listen to the Particular radio prograis you
do?

-I4A. Are you active in any community or civic groups or organizations?

14S. Which Groups

Yes (ASK QUESTIONS 149 liC)

14C Approximately how many hou
activity?

week do you spend doing this

15. Now, we're going to do something different; I have on these cards
several statements that represent what some people think and say:
about teleVision. Some of these statements may be the kinds of
things you might think or say;. some of them may be very unlike
anything you might think or say about television. I would liked
you to look through.them. As you do, sort them into 3 separate
stacks.

In the first stack, place those cards that say something like(
what you might say or think about television.

In the second stack, place those statements that are unlike any-
thing you might say or think about television.

Then, make a third stack in between for statements that do not
seem to it into either of the other two stacks.

Do you understand the three different stacks?

(CONTINUE WITH RANKING P EDURE)



Etas like__



4

Now, I have a few questions for classification purposes. What
is your occupation? (PROBE FOR TYPE OF INDUSTRY AND DUTIES)

Job title

Industry

-Duties

17. What wap the last grade of school you completed?

Some grade 'school SOMe college

Completed grade school

Some high school

Completed high school

Completed .college

Post gradua e degree certificate

18. Please te/q me which of the following groups best descrites your
age.

18-34

35-49

50+

How many children do you have living at home?-

What are their ages

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION



c BLEMENTARY TABLES

Table A: The Five-factor Principal Factors Solution from the

Re-analysis of the Data from-Foley's Main Study in Iowa Using BMD

4'

I II III IV

.70976 -.04112 -.05739 .06946 -.01876 .51392

22 .56339 -.09192 .31205 , .21464 -.11322 .48212

23 -.28185 .47093 -.01181 ,.22675 .05215 .35549

24 .23138 .26962 .12436 .68954. .18189 .62025'

25 .06372 .55022 -.00206 .28440 -.02991 .38858

26 .59522 .21939 -.03207 .26525 .29682 .56191

27 -.15584 -.04137 -.05684 .20843 .49708 .48920

28 .36384 .30023 ,07378 .58694 .35440 .69806

29 .06397 .03529 .64924 .02248 .10587 .49356

30 -.19291 .00676 .08539 .38666 .27589 .27017

31 .33038 .13831 -.03539 .23618 .58946 .53278

32 -.02841 .05385 .53353 .07143 -.16154 .31956

33 .19181 .65888 .04192 24510 .01288 .61448

X34 .32316 .22428 .35881 .24182 %56895 .66565

-35 .39261- .23686 .48201 .13621 .27487 .53669

36 .28684 .02740 .34326 .29594, .4121 .33305'

37 .12858 45430 '.19507 .54278 .57930

.30290 .22049 -.04527 .69310. .05641 .62599

39 .09513 .23101 .38895 66407 .06584 .65902

40 .09849 .07864 .01008 -.01688 .63429 .41859

41 .55385 .10954 .15111 t12803 .18253. .39129

42 .13810 .37522 .07454 .17283 .21638 24211,

43 -.14985 .39742 .32011 .10707 .19787 48,



Table A, continued

87

44 .53742 21303- .16847 .45708 .15559 .59571

45 .19709. ,44437 .32780 ..40338 .48342 .54012

46 .24448 -.05829 .10797 .65223 .36983 .63701

47 .27661 -...02880 .50240 .53359 -.00343 .,61448

Eigen-
values

2.93732 2.18248 2.02926 5.68100. 2.43395 15.26401,



Table B: The Eight - factor PrincipalFactors Solution lifornie Data Using BM

II III IV V VI

01 .07460 .21454 .25116 ,-.04780 ..06765 .07484

02 .77465 ..23540 .17001 -01248 .00125 .05341

03 .31319 .07328 -.03601 .10081 -A6688 .63168

04 .70065. -.05521 .16760 ..06516 .01607 .09579

05 .30069 =57716. - .03463 -.05026 .21360 .02254

06 .03408 = 1 433 .03431 .08304 .10083 .15232

07 .65800 .07105 -.15872 .21121 .30495 .21249

08 .47697 - .28733 .22429 .17844 .23670 .34792

09 .2427,4 .08605 .14787 ..03778 .21389- .38704

ip .73918 .07808. -.08125= -.24213 .01636 .035469

11 7.01540 .'24379 .00114 .71387 .03035 .02891

12 .41103 .06743 - .13875 .50495 -.08914 .19513

13 . .29351 - .02021 .15140 .06122 .01694 .43507

14 - .15981 -.05507 .14984 - .02899 .34625 .61725

15 .03942 .34721 -.06230 .03547 -.16712 .40635

VII

..56352

L.10813-

.-.02966

.08725

01555

45734

.02695

-43677

.06652

'.15534

-.18712-

-.11434i

.11857

609-

-.13959 \

VII

- .10533:

- .07125

.45680

.70418

.05218 ;52200

-.04620 .54550

.22121 .52257.

.10254 .57276

.25217

- .07645 .59383

.21369 .33526

.26954 .71602

.13522 .62445

.03303 .50790

- .12446 .33235

.11167 .64145

.16454 .36685



16 .15884 -000897 -.54148 -.09481 ..00897 .14862 .04806 =--.15163 ..37497

17 .249.22 .16486 -.01789 .03632 -.00669 -.07123 .-.03239 .62801 .49149

.45313 .34446 -.16653 .01125 .14234 .14576 .26770 1222714 -51462

19 .56725 .10197 .19092 .31342 .24067 .11026. .12648 .02076 .55336

20 .33916. .'0515 1 .01584 -.02792 .70517 -.01437 .06342 -.15361 .64380

21 .34446' .07563' -.17685 -.12499 .08205 -.04008 .60205 .03563 .54046

22 -.05133 .69095 .15295 .04620 .11364 -.03979 .14237 -1724287 .59931

23 .51806 -.17759 -.03712 .10664 .54370 .19807 -0324-6 .11104 .66090.

24 -.22255 63937 -.26230 .16146 .16430 .11093 05266 .04950 .59772

25 .09148 .51329 -.23452 728239 .40161 . .14363 -.04711 .05455 .59370

-26 .31906 -.80893 716460 -.12226 .04978 :.50673 .03017 -.32275 .50825

27 -.17641 ,.35489 .01419 .56628 - 102485 .24419 .45410 .16327 .77105

28 -.05654 .64093 -.10380 .28995 -.09886 31179 .13810 -.10152 .64520

29 -.02764 01404 .49190 .15295 - °.21413 .21512 .24235 .07935 .42348

30 .1807e -.10108 .63288 -.11825 .15334 .28696 .07951 .15433 .59341

31 .22694 .78639 42997 .08569 -.20869. .00665 .15140 -.03801 .76210



Ible B continued

32 .27079 .42457 .40860 .05891 .03919 .05671 -.19169 -.19981 .5054

624 .04665 .01674 -.04349 .11339 .21962 .33837 -.19774

34 .53900 -.02079 .11438 .15945 .11193 .354-02,- .42423 .14511 .6681

35 .12604 .07372 '.24972 d ,66439. .15819 -.15101 .04826 .19409

36 .31171 .28070 .07737 .13008 .4977 .03783 .32572- .11563 .5670:

37 ,72039 .20131 .06420 ,-.03730 .31115 .01724 .05310 .2(3338 .7063(

38 .24745 -.58012 .06407 .49680'q .03363 7-.03456 .10245 .10450- .6724:

.55813 .22796 -.07766 .16323 .39269 .14220 .09275 49635 .5884(

Eigen- 6 1142 3.95518 1.79542 2.40684 2.17050 2.43307 1.866 1'49707 22.2362(
values

I.



Table C:

California Study

Data Presenta spundcntn in the .

firs'w/TV
Fctr Occup Age Ed Minor C/A .B/Wk Clr B&W 7-12 12-5 5 -12

01 *VII Blue

02

03 VI Blue

04 I Bluj-R

05" II

06 B/P

07 I B/P

08 I Blue

09 VI White -R 3

10 I B/P-R

11, IV White

12 IV Blue,

11 V1 B/P

14 _VI: Blue

15 VI Stdnt' 1

16 III Blue

17 VII Blue

18 1 Blue 2

7

0 2 0

0

0 0

4

3 1

0

6 2

`0

1

1

0 -0

0

BSA

Elk
Shriner

VF

0

19 I White 1 0

20 V' White Single

7

0 0

2'

1

0

2

1

0

0 0

0

1 0

1 0.

1 0

1 0

1 0

1

1

1

1

1 0

0

4

O 2.5,

.5.1.5

2 0

0 3

0 2.5

0 5.5

O 4

.5 1.5

O 3.5

1 4



Table C, continued

6

92

Reg Pgms/Cat Fax, P

Adventure,

News

Reason Prsnl Feelings rd TV

Keep up

,

"Angels" Actib- -.Something to do

Comedy /.Adventure Hogan's H

.

Waltons

News /Adventure

Family 1

-News/Love

News

=Disney

News

Comedy /Adventure_ Ha- 1-

.News Outdo-or

News /Outdoor

News/Soaps
kt

News/General

News/FSmily

Family

Religion

Talk

Var/Adventure

Movies

General

News /General .60 Mins,

SituatiOn Relaxing'

-Real , 'Too much not real

Keep'up Appeals to young

Entertain. oy it

Keep up

Locale Good entertainment

Ballgames Education inks

e violence now

Wide World Interest Best.medi to info-

News

News

60 M nS.

Keep up-lol Entertainment /pass

Keep up Educational

e

InforMative Entertaining /Informational

Ltl House Landon Keep up

700 Club Christian Too violent & suggestive-

M. Griffith Zust _etch Be entertained @ home

Sat Nite Live Off-the-wall Brainwash.

tiovtes

Car

It's on Dominant feature of society

Funny

Insight

Informative



T: C continued

Hrs Lstn
Radio Fmt -7-12 12-5 5-12

C &

Reck

'C & W

News'

Reason LatestLatest.Movie

In .car

For Mus

Herbie Ridps Agn

Spy Who Lvd, Me

news -7

3 5 5 t Bekgrnd-H/C/0
.

Early,News/Wthr I.-S

If nothing on TV Star

I like C

lasti6a1

C'& W

News

News/Music

Roek/ClaSsicS

C 6.-W/Sports

C. & W/Smielas

C,& W/News

Christian

Music

,Sports

Music

.3 0

2

2

.5 0

Driving

Lstn when drvng

C _ W music

To relax

News use pastime Bear and I

8-9y

yrs

Kenttcky Fried M 1-

0 Footha 4(Sun.

1-

+

Magnum Force 6+

1Q+11

1.5 Dekgrnd @ work Star Wa

2 Smone trns it on Star Wars

0 More ent than TV Star Wars

It's on--h/o/c Smokey &,Bear



continued.,

Frequency Preference'Category

once a year Light Comedy.,

once pi ma. Mystery

Reason Whit paper 1st sec':

Bee -/ Sports

Susperise action Bee

,

They're peouliarBee

X 2'a y

Barely

Seldom

D6n't

Western/gangster

Actin -J. Wayne

Adventure

Westekns

Sports

Bee/Guide Can Life

Finance

Ntnl news

Front p

Location/action Bee/Guide

Great man /winnerBee 'r

Man vs nature Bee

Action--not violBee Front p

Bee Editorial

5 yr ago Sports/travel don't like love Bee First
killing

once a mo. Adventure Interesting /exc Bee/Guide First/Bee
iting

1/2 a yr What others pick To be with oth Bee News

1 in 4/5 mo Musicals Music/entertain Bee Front

1/2 a-yr - Western I know they're Bee Sports
not real

Never Religious Strengthen spir Bee Sports
itual life

Don't Bee All

1. a week Horror, Scare Girl fr , Guide

.ayr Historical /Adventure Male ego, maybe --

1 a mo Fictional

-Finance

Entertainment Bee/Guide Front.

Action -B. Reynolds Wild/carefree/ Bee/Indep Spbrts
humorous



2nd Sec 3rd sec -T gazine type # Mngs Tirnc Sections

First Sports

General

30 Gen'l/Spc

Sports Fact Fndr 60 General

Selected Pol & R. E.60 Gen'l/Orgzni

Sports Comics 60 Home/NsWs

B/SPorts G/Trdng Pst45 Spclty/News

Sports- 15

Finance

All rest

Front p

Sports

1

30 SCienge/Anmls

10 Chrstn /Edtrl

0 Prsnl intrst/
non-fctn

30 Articles

le' Main articl

News/Spclty

90 Specialty

30

Sports

30 Ne

Stry/Adv

Finance Bio

30 All

All

Corsi s R1 Est 30 Ne s/Gen'l/Sports

30 Cur E _s/Pple

120 Ne s People



Conrad Hilton bio 10-77

Measure 81 a Church' 11-77

Cha ots of the Gods 9-77
k

,

Raise the Titanfa 11-77

60

60

Looking out for, 1 10-77 ' 2 40

Bible

Bible

Di antic

Cracker f actory

,finistled :240

'45

180

Not inishe8 30

10- 120



Table D:-

-California Study

4

a Presentation for Female Bee dents in the

29 III Home.

30 III Home

31 II Home

0

Ira w/TV
R Fc Occup Age. Ed, Minor. Clr R &W 7 12 12-5,5.12

a 6'

21 x VII Rome O. 1 1 0 2

22 II \White 0 0 / 0

23 I White 2 5
fi

Ltlet. 2.5 0'

-. Ands
24 Women 30 2, 1 0 1

Svc Al
25 11 W to 3 5 0 0 0 0 1 0

26 V1 - TOPS 7 1 3 2.5 1.5 5
..-

27 IV. Home 1 5 2 ,0 ' 0 l 1 2 4 4

28 II '. -0 1 0 0 0 4

1.5 4

0 0

2 0 3

0

Schia
Vol

32 II/III Home

36

White

Home

IV Home.

V Home

37 I Home

38 I x Home

39 - B/P 2

1

0

0

0

0

0

0 0-

2 PTA 2

TA

0

0

2

0

1

2'

5



FavP Reason Pren1 Feeling

Comedy

Coined

General

comedy-

Comedy/

Cenral

Soaps /Comedy

llamesi.Gen11

Talk /damps

Soaps/Gen'l

Adyenture/Ne

B. Miler- Something
.to

arsky & H4Enjoyt
Poor

Good programs

MediocreHallmark Little adv.

3 Is Co.

-eMASH

Donahue Enjoy

8 Is Enough Cute show

, Pretty boring

ppose each other

Characters Lvl of entertainment declining

Newlywed Gi Funny

Getting b91der

Nothing else to do

"1%

MOSt is pretty good.

M. D'eaglas 'Learn Good thing

Yng & Kstls.Characters I like

s . Quincy Character Great

"What c _es -on" "None"
$,

Specials/Games

Soapg/Games

News /Adventure News

Specials Deal w/prob

As Wor'l'd Trns Habit

Opera/talk

News /Family, '.News

a

Tamily/Soaps, Family
A

Talk /Adventure Donahue

KeepAup

Like opera

_ Keep up.

`Stories

Company

Great'.

DiSapprove languagb and sex-

- Wonderful, except violence.

American viewing standards down,

Too much violence.

More family- shows heeded

Interesting West of t



Table D, continued

9

R4 dio

C & W

Music

C & W

C & e

.Talk/Roc 7, -

*
Rock

Gospel

Sporp

C &

Soul

Music

Music/News

Mrs Lstn,
74; 12 -7 642. Reason

.5

6

Latest Movie

.5 0 Like 14 get N The Lincoln Con

&goes all day One-on Onefother
Side of the, Mtn

It's on in car A Star Is Barn

SW Companionship --

Like the, music Rocky

1 Lstn fa

Alarm/in_car

like gospel

When

yr

1- wk

1-6 m9

.1-6 mod

MO

661 Hekbie Rides Agn '1-6 mo

Only during bb
season

0 G For music in c

3 0'

One on one

The Rescuers/No
Deposit, No Return
Sound of Music

Paint Your Wagon

Soul & spiritl-G
music
Music news in c--

1-6 mo

-1-6 mo

6+ mo

6+ mo

ed Lightening 1-6

V

News at noon

If can't sleep GW

like music
busy
Don't turn it
on, busy
HuSband lstns Star Wars
get weather
'dsturn itjpnAudrey Rose

henStkr Wars

6+ mo

6 + .mo

mo

6+ mo

14.6

6+ mo

Th4 Hiding Place.

I



limo

2/yr

Don ' t

Seldom

1/yr

1/m6

,1/20no. umorots

Variety

Comedy

Light/Comedy/

John Wayne

PG-maybe inot R

Drama

Romaitio

We like
kinds
Fun/entertain' Bee

Don't like deepBee
things,have pr.
Like him/hero Bee
type
Don't like v; Bee/Guide
sex is private
Action holds Bee/Guide
attention
Just get "into"Bee

. Take grandbaby Bee

't,usual MusiCals Don't know Bee

Not for 10y--- Old fashioned Bee All

1st sec

First

First

All, select'

Firs

front

Lcl News.

Con: Life

Lcl. News

News

Sports.

2/mO

Rarely Dr

Hor

Never

1/mo Based on noes

1/3 yrs Comedy/D

1/2 mos- DiSney/Love

1-2/yr. All kinds,

'or/Black Interesting/ Bee
'Real

-Just .like them Bee

Get all I want Bee
on TV
To6 expensive, Bee
TV sufficient
Liked boa, wilBee
like movie
To be enter- Bee
tained
Good family Beek
movies,escape
Usually have Bee
read book

Ann Lndrs

First

First

Front

First

Front -



=Table D, continued

2nd sec 3rd sec

Grocery ad-- 120'

Cant Life -- 45 Gen'l/Men's

45 Home/Men

Cont Lie Entrtain 120. General

Time Magazine .type # 'Maga' Time Sect onS

Columns Let ors 60 Specialty'

Society 'Vital Stat 60 HoMe/Spcity

Editorial Vital Stat.4t

VitalStat-- 60

t 30

30

60 Home

.20 -''-

Grocery ad--

Front

Society' Sports

Women's Sports

Travel Food

15 Mjr Artcls

15 Intrviews/Prsnl

5' TV Sched/People

15 Redvipmnt/Ratrtn

15 Pictures /Artcls

30 Lifestyle/Fctn

Home

Gen' ome

15 All

30 Stories

- News/Genii 2 0

60

First Secnd ;160

Entrtain Cisfds ! 60

First Comics 0

Home 15 Spec Art /Cooking

Home/Genii 3 15

Sp-city/Home/Sports 30

Spclty/H e Genii, 30

Home 4 60

Home/Men's 4 15

Cooking /Home.

Trvl-Arts/Ckng-Food

Ali-

Hndicrits /Hum IntrPt

Fotn/Non-foth,



Centennial

Tuesday Blade

Dianetics

Hang Lome

The Right & the
pOvier

A Man Call_d Peter

60

15

1977

0'

11-77 30

12-76 15

5ammer's _ay is Gone 11-77 210.

Coma 1976 120* ,



Table E: Statements. and Their Facto

oley'sTteliminarY StudY

Statements

When things are not going well, I often turn on television.

en I watch television, I want only to be left alone.

Sometimes I-watchAelevision just o put off doing other th gs that
red 'to, be done.

matching televislon helps one to forget my problems.

I feel more relaxed after I watch television.
---7

;t

When I watch tel vision, I tend to forget about the other things that
are ha ening around me. -

I find that watching television makes my own problems seem Cless serious.

ind that time passes more quickly when.I am watching television.

I seldom think about a program after it,is over

I do not take tdlevision programs very .seriously.

I like programs that are imacnative .

I seldom use the things I have seen on: television.

I like to.tryto gueg's what will happen next in .4 program.

I like programs thA are fun to watch.

Factor Scores

- 1.142

1.920

- 1.127

. 60

- 0.123

©.126

- 0.934 -1.989 .939

. 240 1.411 .814
A,

.196 -0.270 .939

. 565 -1.771 -0.078

.943 -0%078

0.293 -1.076 :047

- 0.417 1.461 .454

1.541 2.197 .125.

11 III

1.158 .204

-0.284 2.332

-1.615 .626

70.833 1.722

-0.634 .861

-1.372 1.847



quickly forget the details of television programs 1 have seen. -0.264

do not think of the situations shown in television programs as being .347
real situations:

y -lends frequently talk about television programs.

ike to tell my ,friends about good programs I have seen,

often watch. programs which have been recommended to me.

enjoy telling people about television programs.

nds, and I often talk about programs we have seen.

.147

. 661

1.308

. 042

. 655

I.usually tell someone about -the interesting things I see on television. '1.188

Television programs give me lots of things to talk about., .394

Talking about television prog
A

I do not like to watch television alone.

good way to keep Alp a conversation. -0.384

-0.737

We enjoy watching televiSion together. 1.533

1 usually watch television with my family or friends.

When

.376,

-0.317 -0.407

.365 - 0.736

.951 -0.657

.443 -0.782

.468 -1.268

.294 -0.532

-0.256 '-0.125

, -.325 .532

-0.444 70.000

-0.499 .861

-0.455 .032

2.097 .611

1.734 1.597

iends come to visit ..eloften watch te_rvision. , -0.738 -0.097 70.329

When l_visit myjriends, we often watch television.

When 1 watch television with s reone, we often talk the programs as
We watch.

I prefer to ;watch television with someone.

I rarely watch television when I am pne.

-0.965 .209 ,1..193
A

1.479 .986;

-0.131 1.233 , 861

-70.028- -0.987 °' -1.722



Table .

ome television stars seem like close friends.

way television lets you get.close to.innpor

I would like to be friends with some televi -si©n stare:

I like!telqvision programs that.let:you really get to know the people
'' -on_ them. , .

*I like programs Where-the people sure
0. ,

talking directly t e.

When I etch televiaion, I like 6 imagine *self as taking part in
the program.

I like to learn about television s ars and their lives:

etimes wish I were a television

.-0.699 -0.017' 1-1.143

-0.218 '.339- -1.346-

-04831 -0.722 1.471.

.012 .355

.245 -0.802 k.-11(4

.218 -0.919 1.393.

- 0.089 .059, .157
7

1324 1.149 .125

.262 .47 -0.329

.496 ,,711 -0.657

- 01592 1.104 -1.190

2.258 1.036 -0.00Q

1.334 .699 -0.250

2,325

2.108 =0.087 -0.861

1.687 -0.225 -b.204

Watching television keeps me inforMed o developmen

I like,to try some of the new things I se

Television prpgraris give, me good hints about new ways to do things.

I watch television to learn.abostrange unusual thihgs.

Witching-television helps to keeme informed of:the new things that
are happening in our country

I watch television to keep myself up to date.

on television.

Television programs give me knew insights into our complex world.,

watch televiiion to learn what going on in tie world.

I often have the -teleVIsion set turned on

.285.. -0.579

ithout really watching it.. -1.469 .162 -2.254



.Table E, con_ hued

I like to keep the television set on, 4n case there is an
interesting program.

I like' to have the television set on while I am eating.

Television certainly does help keep children quiet.

Even if I am not watching all the time, I like to keep the television
set turned on for 'Companionship.

I find I can get more- done when the television set is on.

I like to have the, television set turned on while I am doing other
things.

I often forget that the television Set is turned on.

Television programs give me good advice about how to act in unusual
situations.

Television programs show the things that are in style.

I like programs the 2monstrate the importance of being fair and
honest.

I thir;k television programs teach important moral lessons.

Television programs give good exam, as of how to live.

Television programs teach you about what other people will do.

Television programs Show the importance of having good manners.

Television progr show the things that are right to do.

-0.696 -0.347 .078

-0.983 .599 -0.078'

.098 1.805 1.925

.099 -0.183 -0.611

.876 .171 -1.925

-1.469 .400 -2.129

0.952 1.093 -0.157,

0.531 -1:897 '-1.440

:433 1.083 -0.125

.934 - .520 1.393

-0.235 -1.924 .986

0.534 -1.440 -0.204

-0.246 .052 .736

0.321 -0.959 -0.329

-0.384 -0 984 .125



Table F. Statements and Their Factor Scores for the Five - factor Solution from the Re-analysis

Foley's Main Study

Statements

When things are not going well, some ime_turn on
television.

When I watch television I want to be left alone.

Sometimes watch television just to put'otf- doing
other things that need to be done.

Watching television helps me to forget my problems.

I feel more relaxed after I watch television.

When I watch television, I tend to forget about the
other things that are happening around me.

I find that watching television makes my own problems
seem less serious.

I find that time passes more quickly when-I am watching
television.

I seldom think about a, program after it is over.

I do not take television programs very seriously.

ike programs that are imaginat

dom use the things I have seers on television.

I like to tyr to guess what

I like programs tha

11 happen next in a program.

fun to watch.

)

0

Factor Scores

I 11

-1.510 .117

-2.422 -0.875

-1.649 -0.925

-1.114 -0.149

-0.684 2.886

.279 1.083

-0.093 -1.262

-0.434 2.158 ",

-0.545 -0.454

-0.971 .683

-0.287 2.344.

-1.120 1.682

.099 -0.320

1.101 2.438

II

-0.641

-0.028

1.062

-0.190

-0.145

.693

1.043

.316

-0.092

-1.128

1.408

-1.126

1.667

2.201

IV

-0.942

-0.406'

-1.390

-1.761

-0.928

-1.290

-1.122

-0.121

-0.098

.802

.507

-0.136

.464

1.999

V

-0.579

2.219

-1.024

.845

-0.370

.421

.208

1.353

-0.408

-0.005

.451

.-0.416

-1.621

1.339



Table F, continued

'1 quickly forget the details of,television programs
have seen.

-0:139 -1.021 .026 -0.392 -0.169

I donot think of the situations shown in television
programs as'being real situations..

-0.067 ..695 -1.207 -0.757 -0.472

My friends frequently talk about television programs. 1.177 -0.262 1.703 .178 .069

I like to tell my friends about good programs I have seen. 1.248 -0.954 1.532 .780 1.197

I often watch programs which have been recommended to me. 1.179 .465 1.297 1.377 1.152

enjoy telling people about television program .765 -1.486 .470 -0.055 -0.365

My friends and I often talk about program have seen. 1.288 -0.406 .209 .677 -0.768

I usually tell someone about the interesting things 1 see
on television.

2.347 -0.037 .847 .679 -0782

Television programs give me lots of things t' talk about. .-566 -0.781 -1.126 .317 .08

F
Talking about television programs is a good way to keep

up a conversation.
.784 -0.296 -0.459 -0.350 .473

I do not like to watch television alone. -0.869 -1.612 -0.579 -0.690 341.

We enjoy watching television together. 2.020 .765 .235 .493 .788

usually watch television with my family or friends. 1.228 .242 1.353 .569 .610

When friends come to visit, we often watch television. -0.286 .124 .524" -1.592 -07732

When I visit my friends, we often watch television. -0.604 -0.080 .658 -1.378 -1.648

When I watch televis bn with someone, we often talk the
programs as w4 watch.

.937 -0.626 .568 .165 -0.117

I prefer to watch television with someone. -0.878 -0.818 -0.485 .471 -0.811

eldom watch television when I am alone. -0.827 .834 .566 -0.196 -0.837



Table F, continued

e television stars seem like close friends.

I like the way television lets you get close
important people.

- 0.139.

.819

-0.816

-0.204

-0.862

-0.088

-0.763

.203

.022

.765

I would like to be friends with some television stars. -1.370 -1.269 -0.577 .120 .199

I like television programs that let you really get to
know the people on them.

.476 -0.342 .055 .493 .667

I like programs where the people seem to be talking .554 .268 .812 .602 .522
'directly to me.

When I watch television, I like to imagine myself as
taking part in the prc gram.

like to learn about television stars and their lives.

-0.560

.826

-1.507

-1.561

-0.489

-0.605

-0.991

-1.210

-1.281.

.971

I sometimes ish I Were a television star. -1.864 -0.360 -1.534 -1.099 -1.9361

Watching television keeps me informed of new developments. .323 1.225 1.415 1.952 1.220

I like to try some of the new things I see on teleVision,. .701 -0.436 -1.116 .568 .177.

Television programs give me good hints about new ways t©
do things.

.745 -0.058, -0.615 £985 -0.024

I watch.,television to learn about strange or unusual things. .903 1.353 1.191 1.648 1.738

Watching television helps to keep'Ime informed of the new
things that are happening in our country.

0.716 -1.220 .660 .850 1.548

I watch television to keep-myself up to date. 2.009 1.581 3.560 2.208 1.569

Television programs give me new insights into our
a

complex world.
.589 .767 -0.774 1.406 1.904,

I watch television to learn what is going on in the world. .554 .068 .171 1.992 .896

I often have the television set turned on without really -0.539 -0.667 .287 .153 -1.256A



-Table continued

I like to keep the'television -Set on, in case there i-
interesting program.

-0.862 .495 -0.423 -0.618 -0.762

I like to have the television set on while I am eating.' -0.320 .433 1.009 -1.514 .347

I like to have tkie television on most ofthe time. -1.346 70.327 .116 -0.731 -1.278

:Even if I armnot watching all the time, I like to keep 7r .025 .005 0.154 -0.502 -0.575
. the.televisien set turned on.. for companionship.

I find I can get more done-when the television set is on. -1.166,- -0.858 .2-33 -1.294 - 2.22-1

like to halle the television set turned on while I am -1.858 -0.208 -0.344 -1.049 -1.653
doing other things. 44

I often =forget that the television set is turned on. -0.190-0.507-0.380 - 191/ -1.377

Television programs-give me good advice about how to act
in unusmal situations.

.060 -0.604 -1.154 -0.500 -1.016

Television programs show the things that are in style. -0.219 .245 :173 1.145 -0.012

like programs that demonstrate'the importance of being
fair and honest.

think television programs teach important moral, lessons.

.757 1.350 -0.513

1.165 .053 -1.451

1.883

-1.356

1.500

-0.281

Television programs give good examples of hov.Ti to:live. -0.149 -0.460 -2.282 -0.676 -0.868

Television programs torch you about what other people
will do.

.443- -0.412 -1.939 .736 -0.198

Television programs show the importance of having good
manners.

.327 '.077 -1.451 -0:530 .031

Television programs show the things that,are right to do. -0.395 .242 -2.045 -0.174 .232



Table 0: Stater is and Their Factor Scores fo

of the California Data

State en

Sometimes I s.t down to TV
aren't going well.

-,When I watch TV, I usually

alone.
Sorn

4

because things

want to be left

watch TV just to put off doing
something else,

Watching TV helps me forget my problems.

I usually feel more relaxed after an evening
of TV.

When I watch TV, usually don't notice a lot
of what goes on around me.

After I've watched TV for awhile, my -own
problems don't seem so serious.

An evening will pass much faster if I watch TV..

I seldom think about a TV program after 1 s
over.

I don't tAke most TV programs very seriously.

I like TV programs that are imaginative.

erdom anything I s TV in 'my own

In dramatic programs, I like to try to, guess
what will 4,ppen next.

.1 like programs.that-Vare fun eb watch.

the Seven -facer Solution from the Analysis

Factor Scores

I

-1.427 -1.997

1.180 -1.410

-1.295 -1.021

-0.689 -0.875

.634 -0.111

-0.798 -1.571

II

0.653 -0.487

. 659 .3a

. 149 I .507

1.098 1.407

1.246 1.261

0.156 .090

1.462 .903

2.18'2 1.'972

114

III IV V VI ,--- VII

.750 1.168 71k,115 -0.256 -1.224

.059 -0.730 -0.611 -0.116 .11

-1.325 .142 -0.504 -0.525 -1.224

.469 1.727 -1.794 .83; -0.238

-1.129 -0.223 -0.787 2.269 -0.106

.177 -0.426 -1.771 -0.068 -1.842

.341 .290 -1.618 1.274 .511

.225 1.313 .634, 1.612 -0.784

-1.976 -0.431 .481 -1.066 1.058

-2.473 .827 .809 -0.053 .784.

-0.156 1.888 2.405 -0.614 -1.569

-2.717 -0.247 .023 -1.577 .309

1.058 .547 .962 -0.239' .238,

.605 1.892 2.252 1.220 1.093



Table C, continued

I don'tremember details of what happens in a
TV program very long after it's over.

I don't think of the situations in TV programs
as being real.

My friends frequently tell me ab c ut TV
programs they've seen.

I enjoy telling friends about,good TV programs
I've seen. 4

ten watch TV programs that others have
recommended to me.

often tell people about TV prograts that
I liked.

My friends and I have often talked about TV
programs we liked.

I'm usually telling someone about something
interesting I've seen on TV.

I 4nd lots of things to talk about from
watching TV.

1y friends and I could probably spend a whole
evening talking about TV programs we
enjoy.

['don't like to watch TV by myself.

Vhen we're at home, we enjoy watching TV
together.

usually watch TV with my family or with
friends.

en friends cote over, we often watch TV.

Then I visit friends, we often watch TV.

Men I watch TV with someone, we often talk
about the program as we watch.

just prefev to *etch TV with someone.

.116 .520 -0.486 21.209 1.137 -0.485 1.295

.400 70.036 -1.637 .623 .328 .274 -0.273

.105 1.022 1.207 .625 -0.000 -0.357 -0.987

.872 .553 -1.188 1.903 ..832 .213 .035

.578 .393 -0.906 .457 -0.175 -0.414 .071

.496 .557 .418 .859 1.160 .478 -0.713

.939 1.140 -0.068- 1.229 -0.000 -9.171 -0.000

.134, -0.710 -0.028 .951 1.290 -0.863 -1.058

.220 .013 .429 .101 -1.335 -1.006 -0.167

-1.027 -0.650 .253 -1.452 - 1.596. -1.942 -2.044

.760 -0.273 -0.662 -1.427 -0.153 .355 -0.987

1.708 1.293 -0.145 -0.380 -0.504 1.800 1.295

46 .560 -1.216 -0.636 .130 1.369 1.366

-1.108 -0.896 -0.421 -0.080 -0.634 -1.209 -0.476

-0.521 -1.425 -0.333 -0.476 -1.749 -0.577 -0.476

1.320 .986 -0.251 .720 -0.656 -0.810 2.044-

.761 .058 . .185 -0.184 .787 1.397 .546.



0
'able GI continued 7

seldom wa ch TV by myself. -0.012 -0.349

0.405 -0.270

-0.323 -0.591

-0.909 r1.236

-0.495 -0.430

.069

I' feel ,friendly towards some TV personalities

like I do With people I know.
Pike the way TV makes important people seem

like friends.
I would like to be friends with some TV

Personelies.
I like TV programs that let me get to know

the people on them.
I like programs where people seem .230

talking right to me.
When I watch TV; i like to imagine *self -0.132 -0.562

taking part in the program.
I like to learn about TV personalities and -0.909 -1.349

and their lives.
Sometimes wish I were a TV star. -1.772 -1.839

I keep upto date on new 'developments by 1.089 .330
watching TV .

like to try out things See and hear on TV. -0.284 -0.003

I've picked up some good hints from TV on .378 -0.192
ways to do things.

watchI TV to learn about new and different .526 .032
things.

I pretty well know what's going oh around the 1.177 .335
country because i.watoh TV.

1 watch .TV because I want to keep myself up 1.38.5 -0.256
to date. .

I get new ideas about people and places from TV. 1.091 -0.192

I suppose learn more from TV than 'from the .893, -0.439suppose

magazines, or books.

-0.923 -1.661 .939 1.135 .035

.156 -0.346 .656 .767 -0.546

702 -0.959 .153 1.188 1.498
7-

-1. 59 -1.313 .656 080 -1.462

-0.0.8 .348

.24 -0.290

.70.040' -1.510

1.432 .964 .809 1.244 -0.071

-1.003 -1.415 -4064i-1.470

.962 -0.3Q8 -0.273

.153 l4 208 r0.238

306 -1.439. -1.0

1.322 .532 .153 1.508 1.569

-0.731 .200 -0.854 -1687 -1.058

2.814 -1.207 1.618 .604 1.462

.932 -0.393 2.077 1.500 -0.000

1.657 .682 .939 -0.269 12.317

2.347 X480'° '.634 -0.291, 2.009
-

-0.275 .046 ..443 -0.457 .820

.634 -1.243 -0 962 -0.016 -1.260



-Table G, cdntinued

I often have the TV on even though 1"7 not -1.365 2.309 -0.878 .468 -0.481 -0.032 .202
watching.

I like to,have the TV,set,on/just in case
something interegting conies on.

-1.054 .-0.275 .301 .501 -1.443 -0.585 -0.617

I like to have the TV set on while\I'm
eating.

.179 .663 .634 1.403 -0.351 .198 .238

I keep the Wset or,nearly all, the tim -2.054 1.574 .282 -1.262 -1.443 -1,e027 .511

Evpn when 'I'm. niSt watching, I like to keep
the TV. sbt' on, for companionship.

r1.936 1.981 .400 1.582 -1.137 -0.953 -0.546

I just get mote done when 'the:TV is on. -1.617 -0. 215 .935 -0.158 -0.328 -0.488 -.987
.

.

I' like to bal., the .TV *et 'turned on while I'm -1.914 1.873 -0.106 .843 .130 -0.605 .476
doing other things.

,

itI sometimes fOrget I have the TV set turned
A

-1.327 1.962 .145 .256 -0.939 -1.424 .-!1.128
on.

-
.*

Ive got n,good advice froml,TV about' how to -0.456 -1.303 .321 -0.092 -0.000 -0.322 ...167
OActin Uhusual_situaeions.

Zpo4n rely on TV to help know what's in .157 -0.865 .515 -1.903 -0.962 .573 -0 /41C

'1 like TV programs that demonstrate the impor-
tance of being fir and honest.

1.404 .878 .799 1.193 0.175 2.286 -1.295

I think TV prograA teach_important moral
lessons.

.202 -0.709 -0.234 -1.510 .328 -0.072 .987

I've seen -some go examples on TV of how to -0.148 -1.088 1.285 -1.555 .504 .465 -0.511(
'live my o life.

I think TV programs help people learn how
otherS will act and what they'll do.

.319 -0.714 -0.770 -0.375 .832 -0.717 .987

I think sce TV programs reality show the vale
of good manners.

think TV programs help people see what it's
right to do`.

.033

-0.379

-0.070
.

-1.130

-0.213

-0.554

-0.481

-1.185

.328

-0.481

-0.564

-1.132

-0.309

.784



Table II: Statements and Their Factor Scores for the Four- factor Solution from the Second-order

Analysis of the Eight Factor Types from the Two Iowa Studies

Sta ements

*When things are not going well, I sometimes turn on television.

Jhen I watch teleVision I want to be left alone.

Sometimes I watch television just to put off doing other things
that need to be done.

Watching television helps me to forget my probleMs.

I feel more relaxed after I watch television.

When I watch television, I tend to forget about the other ings
that are happening around hie.

I find that watching television makes my own problems seem less -0.637
serious.

.I find that time passes more quickly When I am watching television.

Factor Scores

I

-1.379

1.242

1.796

0.563

-0.608

0.305

.270

I'seldomthink about a progiam after it is over. -0.213

I do not take television programs very seriously. :320

I like' programs that are imaginative. .407

L seldom use the things I have seen on-television. -0.652

[ like to try to guess what will happen next in a pro -0.351

: like programs that are fun to watch. 1.795

II III IV

.587 .223 .420
N

2.295 -0.233 -0.841

.587 -0.450 -1.261

X1.584 -0.725 -9.000

-1.121 -0.233 2.102

-1.548 -0.209 1.261

1.014 -0.690 -1.261

1.0,14 .981 1.682

1.441 -0.233 -0.420

.160 -1.711 .841'

.160 .764 1.682

.160 -1.470 1.682

.587 1.738 -0.841

.587 2.471 2.102



Table li, continued

I quickly forget the details of television programs I have seen.

1'do not think of the situations shown in television programs
as being real situations.

-0.292

-0.169

-0.267

-0.694

70.233

-0.508

-1.261

.841

My, friends frequently talk about television programs. .579 -0.694 1.750 -0.000

I like to tell my friends about good programs.I have seen. 1-379 -0.694 1.257 -1.261

I often watch programs which have been recommended to me. 1.457 -1.121 1.005 .841

I enjoy telling peopl about television programs. .363 -0.267 .5d1 -1.682

My Iriends and I often talk about programs we haVe seen. .982 .160 .020 -0.420

I usually tell someone abbut the interesting things I see on
teleVision.

1.284 .S87 .753 -0.000

Television programs give' me lots of things to talk about. .435 .160 -0.989 -0.841

Talking about television progiams a good way to keep up a
conversation.

.061 1.014 -0.485 -0.000

I do not ,like to watcYtelevision alone. -0.652 .160 -0.485 -2.102

enjoy watching television together. 1.472 .587 1.462 .841

I usually watch television with my family friends. .788 1.868 1.726 1420

When friends come to visit, we often watch television. -1.191 -0.267 .260 .420

When I visit my friends, we often watch television. -1.300 -1.121 .260 -0.000

When I watch television with someone, we often talk the programs
as we watch.

.443 1.441 1.222 -0.420

I prefer to watch television with someone. -0.300 .160 .477 - 0.841



Table 11, ontinued

I seldom watch television when am alone. -0.429 -1.548 -0.221 .841

Some television stars seem like close friends. -0.587 -1.121 -0.496 -0.841

I like the way television lets you get close to important people. .565 -1.121 .248 -0.000

I would like to be friends with some television stars. -0.659 1.441 -0.725' -1.682

I like television programs that let you really get to know the
people on them.

.428 -0.694 .248 .-0.420

I like programs where the people seem to be talking directly to me. .644 -0.267 .031 .420

When I watch television, I like to imagine myself as taking part
in the program.

-1.127 .587 -0.725 -1.682

I like to learn about television stars and their lives. .048 .587 -0.496 -2.102

someti sh I were a television star.
fi

-1.999 .587 -1.722 -0.420

Watching. television keeps me informed of new developments. 1.724 -0.267 1.005 1.261

I like to try some of the new things I see on television. .601 -0.694 -0.016 -0.420

Telev'tion progra_rris give me good hin rays to do ti-ri-igs. .362 -1.121 .225 -0.000

I watch television to ldIT1% about strange or unusual things. 1.645 0:160 1.245 1.261

Watching television helps to keep me informed of the new thins
that art happening in our country.

.803 -0.267 .993 -1.261

I watch television to keep myself up to date. 2.343 -0.267 1.257 1.261

Television programs give me new insights into our complex world. 1.580 -0.694 -0.496 .841

I watch television to learn what is going on in the world. 1.479 -0.267 -0.233 .420



Table H, continued

I often have elev sion set turned on without really watching it. -1.035 -1.975 .260 -0.841

I like to keep the televisio set on, in case there is an
interesting program..

-0.724 .587 -0.485 .841

I like to have the television sdt on while I am eating. -1.0E78 .160 .933 4.420

*1 like to have the television on most of the time. -0.609 2.295 .970 -0.000

Even 1 I am not watching all the time, I like keep the television
set turned on for companionship.

-0.703 -0.694 .008 -0.000

I find I can get more done wh ri the telev set is on. -2.020 -1.548 .260 -0.841

I like tc have the levision set tu4ne'd on whi5le I doing other
things.

-1.783 -1.975 0.004 -0.000

I often forget that the television set is turned on. -0.566 .160 -0.966 -0.420

Television programs give me good advice about how to act in unusual
situations.

-0.450 -1.548 -1.711 -0.420

Television programs show the things that are in style. .420 .160 .480 .420

I like programs that demonstrate the importance of being fair and
honest.

1.363 1.441 .237 1.261

I think television programs teach impor0 tant moral lessons. -0.133 1.441 -2.203 .420

Television programs give good exampleS of how to live. -0.450 -0.267 -1.974 -0.420

Television programs teach you about what other people'w111 do. .319 1.014 -1.001 -0.420

Television programs show the importance of having good manners. -0.155 -0.267 -1.482 .420

Celevisio s show the things that are right to do. -0.220 .587 -1.734 .420

*All s en

nary study phrasing.

are phrased as used the main study. See Table E for corresponding prelimi-



I

Table Statements and Their Factor Scores for the Six- faOtor Solution from the Second -order

Analysis of the Fifteen Factor Types from o Iowa Stud es and the California Study

Statements* Factor -c -es

I 11 III IV V VI

Sometimes I sit down to TV just because -s aren't
going well

-1.401 -0.287. -0.587 .841 -1,231 .154

When I watch TV, I usually want to be left lone. -1.427 -1.101 -2.295 -0.000 '.428 - 307

SOMQ itch TV just to put f doing ing
else.

1.738_. -0.431 0.587 -1.682 -1.231 -0.825

Watching TV helps me forge_ pry 'Drab -ms. -0.t36 .059 1.548 .420 .013 .728'

I 'usual=ly feel more relaxed after evening of TV. -0.402 =0,085 1.121 -1.261 .013 2.588

Wheh I watch TV, I usually don't not a lot of
what goes on around me.

-0.476 -0.846 1.548 -0.000 -2.061 .461

After I've watched TV for awhile, My own proble
don't seem so serious.

-0.725 -0.181 -1.014- .420 .428 .631

Pal evening will pass- much faster if _ watch TV. .287 1.107 -1.014 -0.000 -0.817 2.070

I seldom thing about a TV program after it's over -0.140 -0.'094 -1.441 -1.682 .843 -1.246

L don't take most TV programs very _ o sry .619 .093 16- .1 .843 .307

L like 144`programs that r _iVe. ,638 1.802 -0,160 -0.420 1.648 -0.114

[ seldom use anythln9 1 sce on TV li, my Own li -0.575 -0.674 -0,160 2.102 .428 -0.842

dramatic ptogiam, 1 like to Lu, yUC5 wti

will happen next,
like programs that ate tun to w

.081

1,92o

1.318

2.668

.587

-0.587

1.261

.841

.428

1.257

-0.307

1.486





on't remember details of what happeni in a TV pro
grarn very long after it's ovsr.
think,of the situations,in'TV grog
being-,r041.

friends frequently tell -about 'TV °grams
theY"Vd seen.

enjoy telling friends abput good TV programs
seen.

often watch. TV prOgrams-that others have rec-
-mended to

0;69

1 often tell peoP1 about TV programs that I liked.

.456 1.358

1.256 1.668

1.321 .836

.392 .739

friends and 1-have often talked about TV pro- 1.026 1.'071
gramewaliked.

usually :telling someone about something into- 1.129 .380
restingrI'vaapen on TV.'

incllots of things to tallk about frOm watching TV. 464- r0.481

iends and I could probably spend a whole
evening talking about TV programa we enjoy.,

4On'tlikato watch TV by myself.

- 0.202 -0.909

0.437 -0.909

at hone, we enjoy watching TV together, 1.583 .923

usually watch TV with my family or friends. .938 .753

When 'friends come over, we often watch Ty. -1.237 -0.194

When 1 visit friends, we often watch TV. -1.174 -0.702

en I watch Tv with someone, we often talk about .595 1.190
theprograM as we watch.

I just prefer to watch3TV with someone. - 0.002 .318'-

'.4267 :70.420' 1.257 -0.825'

.694 -1.682 0.402. '.671

.694 1.261 -0.817 -0.364

.694 -1.261 - .013 -0.097

1.121 "0.841 :013 -0.057

.267 420 .0.402 r0.250

(:).160 .013 -0.154

-0.587 -0.000 .-1.231-

-0-160 .420 .013 1.035

-1.014 .420 -2.061 -1.820

Ni

0.16.0 -0.817, -0.404

0.587 -0.420 1.257 1.763

-1.868 -1.261 1-.257 1.246

-.267 -0.420 -0.402 -0.939

1.121 -0.420 -0:402 -0.364

-1.441 -0.420 2.087 -0.882

-0.160 -0.000 .428 , .785



4

cont nued

r

seldonivatch TV by-*Oslf.

I feel friendly towardasOme TV personalities like
t do-with people I know..

I like the way TV makes important people seem like
friends.

I would like to be friends with Conte TV personalities

-0.282 48 .013 1.035

I like TV programs that let me get
on them.

I.like programs where people seem to be talking right
to me.

When I watch TV, I like to imagine myself taking
in the program.

to!know the people

-0.649. -0.598

331 -0.418

-0.725 -1.334

.235

.632 .078

.108

part -0.968 -1.176

I like to learn about TV personalities and their lives. -0.237 -0.406

Sometimes I wish I were a TV star, -1.924 -2.154,

I keep up.to_date on new developments by watching TV. 1.704. '.836,

1 like to try out things 1 see and heir on TV. .471 -0-073

I've picked up some good hi4s from TV on to do_
things.

.381 -0.331

I atch,TV to learn about new and different'th_ngs- 1.481 .411

I pretty well know what's going on around the country .966 .971:
because I watch TV.,

I watch TV because I want to keep myself up to date: 2.239 .801

I get new ideas about people am places from TV. 1,509 -0.257-

I Suppose I learn more from TV than from the papers,
magazines, or books.

1.494 -0.602

124

1.121 -0.000 -0.402 .421

1.121

-1.441

.841

-1 261

.694 -0.000

.267 .420

-0.587 -0.000

-0.587 1.682

-0.587 -1.261

.267 1.682-

1.672 .728,

-1.646 - 0.250.

-0.402 70.154

.013 .882

1.231 -2.070

..013 .324

-0.817 -1.610

1.672,!: 1.917

-1.974- .694:0:841 -1.231

1.121 2.102 1.257

-0,160 1.261, .013

,267 1.682 2.087

.267 ,2.102 .672

.694 -0.420 .843

.267 .841 .231

.728

1.553

-0.461

.461

-0.057

.518



continued

ten have the TV on even though I'm not watching. - 1.1-23. - al 146

,
I like to.have the-TV set on jUst n 'case something .:0:725 -0.208-

_

interesting comes on.
1 like to haVe the:TV. set On while I'm e

keep the TV set on nearly all the time.:

--1.029 1.313

-0.775 .349

Even esker I' catching, r like to keep the TV 1.051 1.539
set on for companionship.

just met more donsewen the TV is on.

,like to have e TV set turned on while I'm doing
--9ther things.

.1 sometimes forget Phave the TV set turned on.

I've gotten good advice from TV about how to act in
unusual situations.

I can rely on TV to help me know what's in style.

.1 like TV programs that demonstrate the importance
of being fair and honest.

think TV programs teach important moral lessons.

I've seen some good examples on TV of how to live
my own life.

I think TV programs help people learn how others
will act and what they'll do.

I think-some TV programs really show the value of
good manners.

I think TV programs help people see tst it's right
to do.

2.018

-1.782

-0.699

-0.454

.139

.983

.264

'- .256

.438 -1.017

1.465 .917

-0.168 -2.014

--0.454 -2.128

.376 -1.028

-0.187 -0.880

e0.290 -1.686

1.975

-0.587

- 0.841-

, .420 - .024

.057

-0.057

0.160 .841 .428 .518

-2.295 .420 .428 -1.092

.694 .420 .70.402 -0.728

1.548 1.261 .843 -0.671

1.975 -0.420 .428 -0.728

1.246

1.548 .420 - .428 -0.518

-0.160 .841 -0.817 .518

-1.441 .841 -1.646 2.281

-1.441 -0.420 .843 .154

.267 1.261 -0.402 .210

-1.014 -0.841 .843 -0.882

'.267 -0.420 -0.402 -0.210

-0.587 -0.841 .843 -0.939

*California phrasings and substitutions (are used here;

see Tables E and F.

I

__original statements and phrasings,



Items

1

6

0204040203050304050607100506090506030104

.0701080206060203040305050507040605080506

0203040103040404050408050565090605040404

0503090701680803099507110601060606010801

0911110905050707070505071106110806100405

0404070607070806070307040705101008050302

0705090505060205060607070907050505010602

0506111105660710050611060810080710050905.

0708020505070608090705060602090903070607

10 0706070608100904060907060708051007110808

11 0410040411060909080709100706050611091111

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

-
0507020708070602010705080405061108050507

0711070809061010010809050905070108070408

06O8081111091008111009080906080810091011

0808050405060805110804040203051009056209

0609070508090906080706110307040603040407

0308080606080705050608080502060204050806

0507080905080807060610091003020804080809

6407060706070706070509050401080709080905

0307060906080707060508080906060701080610

0609080509080707040808090305040507070806



0160SOBOZOLO6OLOL090908080806017090LOS090 

OTLOotoi09080LoSovo90sO805oSOL.08059LoIT 

2OL:09090SOEOEOEOCOLO9060P090E0VOSOEOSOSO Zb 

9006001POLOOT8OLO9OTTOTSOPOOTS060909080 It 

90VOZOFOLOEOP0901709090VOTOEMEOEMEOT0 OF 

BOSOLO90 EOLOTI6OLOLOIO9OSOLOZOZOE090Z090 6E 

9090205017090E0VONFOLOZ0909090090E0FOSO 

909060F090L0010909050606090L090806090SO 
LE 

8040909090T080Z0S090090L090Z09090909090 9E 

80L0F0V0405060EOZOE0E0409090EOZOVOLOFOTO 

90SOLOZOBOZOTt8OE090110809090SOSOLOOFOOT 
- FE' 

.8090170909090809000L090609090999044E090 EE 

0080601160LOLOOTO$06090SOLOBOV0609O90 

09090600600L0090E.0508011S0010016090 E. 

t0009098.0L00900T800T50 11600900E.06001 OE 

EOZ09040p$0090900p0E0E0SOSOV04000t0 

SOMOSOEOSOE096906040 EMSOVOE09QSOSOPO' 

500606060908604006059408090L090010100- 

POTTIT80608060060S080900VALOOT906p0180 

9003800903p0804001iLOS040E0900i80600 

6po9o909pzotoptototkosomp0tosotooz0 

TOSOS4009p01040SQ9040-80L01709p090800 

609050 Okt06060006050901.08080900 iz' 

penuTwop 
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LOSOVOLO8OLOVOT080E0806090SOSOSOL090SOLO 

609001506010170VOL090S0901709060LOLOL09060 

80S0E0S0170S090L0Z0P090L0170900IP0L0LOS0S0 

LOLOOTEOV090SOOT90Z0LOL090S060S080P0S060 

L060L0L08001601160L0L00T60111160800190P0 

tOLOEO80LOL06090EOZ08OLOLOVOLOL0S0S0900 

90SOZ09OLOEOL080S090SOPO50S080V0905Oidg0 

SOSOLOLOE09050908098109090t0t080VOTOZOLCI 

SOZOLOEOSOTTLO9OTTOTEOEDEOEin060VOTOZ080 

SOTOSOSONLOL0S0VPVOSOPOTOE0V0E0ZOSOt060 

EOS0E0E0S0VOS0ZOTOTIZOZOLOTOT060E090Z090T 

E0E0i70905017090SOTOTOPOZOZOTOCOLOTOSOTOLO 

VOOT90E0L.060909090MOPOTIVO90ZOS09080/.0 

. . 
co905osogoso9oso9o4ozoio9ouvotocosooso 

SOEOWL0900T9009080ZOOMPOE0OTEOP09080 

P08090ZOL0V0VOS0SOCoOt6690VOS0908090800- 

600T90Z090E00090C001.990L0LO90L001E01,090 

A06090ITE0LOE00180060SOLQEM L060GOLOTT 

LOL0606Q 905060LOS660401300TEOLOOT 
-, 
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Z9 

19 

09 

65 

85 

LS 

95 

SS. 

PS 

ES 

ZS 

TS 

OS, 

6V 

OF 

LP 

917 



hi 2 Sorts fiir -.. in the

a Study

Respon
dents

05 07 -09 13 19
02 04 06 08 10 12 . 14 16 ,18

05020463040607020807020607030903020302

07020405040405040805030706050402070205

0504060806050607040 010205030507040406

04060603070611050906040203070905010604

0306089205110505060309070806060 3060505

6

10

11

12 08050506110404060102060703020604060306

13 06091107070405080209070609070708090610

14

15

16

17

18 0707070705090 080404070808100905060907

01030804930105030309010301050403030506.

07050406051006040706060306060604050404

04060507060506070707070505070804070707

090305101104040905101660508020607040707

08100608090110110301070307090707080709'

02091107080207060506080904061111110911

10081011090710090908090411081010111011

09090710100802080607040404070507080504

0504080610080603020206050402070600707

05680506070705090906081003070706021009

19 080409050609 090305080605080507080808

20

21

060405080708070705090709080607050611.06

0608070510080808060508080907080070909



' 127-

24

27

28

03040607036307060706030510070708050501

08060505050305070805060506060808060707

0205036020503060607066504030402040601

050764050504050505007 05060105070106H
. .

LL-
090$0708071009050707100810111007070710

110607050508070505 090511110209081010

06030504040503 '080304030702040404030803

29 06020501040503070403030203040401090504

30

31

33

34

35

36

10090908070607071004090407080506090808

08060405080906060606050706080609070506

07046707060705060606040707050210070505

04060909080706010706050665040506050505.i

08050705070806040809060706070307040207

05050604060603020304040604050606050405

0506100608070705060503040409080 $050606

37 06070608060706040507050606070607060605

0307040403060105050505060705'0504050307

040407060707090310070201061008 }7040408

40 07050604040501010404020301010201030103

41 10070706090907060411071108090807090608

42 03070207050207060503060809030709070608

43 .07070901071004071011050508050308060709

44 .0607080506110607040806080706031108070J



96POSO;090SOLOCOS09090VOSOCOTOEOSOS080 

90L08090.090SOL090902.0LpraSOE0906090VO. 

90090S090LQ60505OLOE090Z09090080-1040 

NE090SOVOPOLOSOPO60LOCOZONZOE01.080S0 

090090E0S09090SOMONM7090109090SOLO 

80800TSp6090903TOOTLOP080060600T80E0 
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